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Abstract: Isolated unilateral disk edema is a familiar clinical presentation with myriad 

 associations. Related, non-consensus terminology is a barrier to understanding a common 

pathogenesis. Mechanisms for the development of disk edema are reviewed, and a new framework 

for clinical differentiation of medical associations is presented.
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Introduction
The history of the study of acute optic neuropathies is a rich one that dates back to the 

mid-nineteenth century. Following the independent invention of the direct 

 ophthalmoscope by Charles Babbage in 18471 and Hermann von Helmholtz in 1851,2 

observers were provided with the clinical means to directly view and to accurately 

differentiate pathological from the non-pathological optic nerve heads (ONH) 

in vivo – apart from immersion of eye in water.3 A perusal of Sir Stewart Duke-Elder’s 

extensive review of this and associated topics provides a sense of the depth of interest 

in the topic and the range of publications on the various disease presentations and 

associations up to the early 1970s.4 Electronic literature searches via PubMed show 

no gaps in clinical interest in the topic from the mid-1960s through the present time.

Neurological and ophthalmologic research during the past four decades has allowed 

for better discernment of underlying pathophysiology and greatly expanded knowledge 

on clinical associations in acute optic neuropathy. However, some presentations of 

unilateral disk edema remain ambiguous in their clinical presentations, and there has 

been no decision tree published to date which serves to aid clinicians in the differen-

tiation of clinical associations of such cases. Terminology involving unilateral disk 

edema has served only to confound its description. It is the intention of this paper to 

streamline some of these issues.

Limits of terminology
It must be conceded that the highly varied terminology used in reference to unilateral 

disk edema was, and continues to be, a barrier in its study. This “confusion of nomen-

clature” was succinctly stated as early as 19505 and has not been rectified to date – an 

unfortunate state given the relative commonality of this finding in clinical practice.6 

In fact, until relatively recently, virtually all cases of disk edema were referred to as 

“optic neuritis.”4 Because of these limits, reviews of the literature prove to be extremely 
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challenging and have surely resulted in inadvertent omissions 

of important papers. Table 1 demonstrates the wide variety 

of terms related to optic disk edema.

Furthermore, literature searches for the various terms are 

complicated by the discovery that some of the same 

presentations are reported under different names. For 

example, postoperative disk edema following trabeculectomy 

can be found under searches for both “unilateral optic disc 

edema”7 and “unilateral papilledema.”8 Meanwhile disk 

edema related to sarcoidosis can be found under “unilateral 

papillitis,”9 “optic neuropathy,”10,11 optic nerve granuloma,12 

and optic glioma.13 Literature inconsistencies can also be 

demonstrated by a consideration of the use of the generic 

term “acute optic neuropathy.” This phrase has been applied 

in cases of atrophic,14 compressive,15 inflammatory,16 and 

neoplastic17 optic diseases.

Two items become apparent during an initial review of 

Table 1. The first involves usage of “disc” and “disk.” These 

represent two alternative spellings for the same, descriptive 

word, although without apparent consensus in the literature. 

In British English “disc” is the usual spelling, but American 

English favors “disk.” PubMed usage tends to favor the 

British spelling with approximately 60% of the entries being 

“optic disc edema” and about 40% spelled “optic disk 

edema.” Between 30% and 40% of entries are redundant 

between the two spellings (unfortunately, there is not 100% 

redundancy). The same issue applies to alternative spellings 

of “ischaemic” and “papilloedema” (British) versus 

“ ischemic” and “papilledema” (American). Literature 

searches omitting alternative spellings will unintentionally 

miss certain citations.

The second feature of note in Table 1 is the application 

of the term “amblyopia” to acute optic neuropathies. 

Fortunately, the use of this term seems to have fallen into 

disuse with modern terminology. Amblyopia is defined as 

“poor vision caused by abnormal development of visual areas 

of the brain in response to abnormal visual stimulation during 

early development.”18 Organic etiologies – such as from 

nutritional, tobacco, or toxic sources – when applied to 

acquired optic neuropathies, are inconsistent with current 

def initions of amblyopia and are, in fact, atrophic 

conditions.19,20 It is prudent to finally remove these terms 

from discussion of acute optic neuropathies.

This paper will focus solely on isolated unilateral optic 

disk edema. Many cases of bilateral disk edema have also 

been reported in the literature, and while there is some overlap 

of associated conditions between unilateral and bilateral disk 

edema, a decision tree has been published for consideration 

Table 1 Optic nerve-related terms associated with disk edema

Acute optic neuropathy
Anterior ischaemic/ischemic optic neuropathy (AION)
 Arteritic AiON
 Non-arteritic AiON choked
Disc/disk
Diabetic papillopathy disc/disk  
edema disc/disk swelling
ischaemic/ischemic optic neuropathy
Neuromyelitis optica (Devic’s disease = autoimmune inflammation of 
spinal cord and optic nerve)
Neuroretinitis = inflammation of optic nerve (primary) and retina 
(secondary)
Nutritional optic neuropathy/amblyopia
Optic disc/disk edema
Optic disc/disk swelling
Optic disc/disk vasculitis
Optic nerve head swelling

Optic neuritis
 Anterior optic neuritis = papillitis
  Posterior optic neuritis = retrobulbar optic neuritis (no special 

designation)
Optic perineuritis = inflammation of the optic nerve sheath  
(perioptic neuritis)

Papilledema/papilloedema
Papillitis
Papillopathy
Papillophlebitis (big blind spot syndrome)
Papilloretinitis = inflammation of the papilla (primary) and retina (secondary)
Perineuritis = inflammation of the optic nerve sheath
Perioptic neuritis = inflammation of the optic nerve sheath
Phlebitis of the optic disc/disk
Posterior ischemic/ischaemic optic neuropathy  
Pseudopapilledema/pseudopapilloedema pseudopapillitis
Pseudopapillitis vascularis
Pseudo-optic neuritis
Retinopapillitis = inflammation of the retina (primary) and papilla 
(secondary)
Swollen optic disc/disk
Tobacco optic neuropathy/amblyopia
Toxic optic neuropathy/amblyopia

Note: *The three most commonly used terms appear in boldface.

of bilateral disk edema21 and that presentation will not be 

considered here. Occasionally an ostensibly bilateral case will 

manifest as a unilateral case and these special cases (“unilateral 

papilledema”) will be discussed in turn.

Additionally, part of the differentiation among the various 

acute optic neuropathies depends on associated ocular 

findings (such as retinitis, vasculitis, orbital findings). These 

conditions will not be considered for this review. Thus having 

removed bilateral and compound ocular findings from 

discernment of this clinical picture, the three most commonly 

used terms in the medical literature of acute optic neuropathies 

are anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (AION), optic neuritis, 
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and papilledema (these terms appear in boldface in 

Table 1).

Until the early twentieth century, all cases of optic nerve 

head swelling were termed “optic neuritis,” using the suffix 

“-itis” in its classic characterization of “swelling” (ie, 

inflammation). It was only in 1908 that the term papilledema 

was introduced by Sir John Parsons to indicate that the disk 

swelling resulted etiologically from increased intracranial 

pressure.4 Although etymologically the term “papilledema” 

would be strictly defined as edema of the papilla or optic 

nerve head – in other words of ONE optic nerve – this 

convention was not followed. Use of the term became linked 

to increased intracranial pressure and bilaterality from that 

time forward.

Thus the confusion began a century ago with the definition 

of papilledema taking on inherent bilaterality – and 

understandably so. By virtue of the anatomical continuation 

of both optic nerve sheaths to the brain meninges, increases 

in intracranial pressure (ICP) would be expected to manifest 

as bilateral disk edema. Therefore the term “papilledema” 

was linked to bilateral findings early in its study. Because it 

does so often affect both eyes and is clinically found to be 

bilateral, the term “bilateral” is often dropped from its 

discussion – apparently assumed by authors to be an 

unnecessary redundancy. “Unilateral papilledema” seems to 

be consistently and fully specified as needed in the literature, 

although exceptions still remain.

By consensus, papilledema continues to be defined as 

swelling of the optic nerve head related to increased ICP.22 

Unfortunately, this usage has not been universally applied 

across time, geography, or medical disciplines. The term 

“bilateral papilledema” was frequently used both in the 

past4,23,24 and is still used today,25–32 although probably more 

often than not “bilateral papilledema” is referred to as just 

“papilledema.” So widespread is this usage of “papilledema” 

by itself that hearing “bilateral papilledema” almost sounds 

like redundant terminology.

The diagnostic dilemma that the terminology of 

“papilledema” presents was succinctly pointed out as early 

as 1939.33 To further confound this issue, there are numerous 

cases of “unilateral papilledema” cited in the literature,8,34–42 

as well as additional cases of true unilateral papilledema 

which are reported under other names: “optic disc edema,”42 

“unilateral swollen disc,”43 “unilateral disk edema,”44 and 

“unilateral optic disk swelling,”45 even though these latter 

cases were, in fact, all related to increased ICP.

It is generally felt that the majority of unilateral 

papilledema cases represent asymmetric, bilateral 

papilledema,46 with most of these cases related to idiopathic 

intracranial hypertension, space-occupying lesions, and 

hemorrhages.47 In the absence of predisposing factors like 

Foster Kennedy syndrome or a space-occupying lesion 

physically located closer to one optic nerve than the other, 

the occurrence of unilateral papilledema is most likely due 

to anatomical variations between the two eyes that lead to 

asymmetric presentations. Asymmetric variations in glial 

tissue at the optic nerve heads,4 dissimilar optic nerve 

sheaths,48,49 anatomic collagen or elasticity variations,49 and/

or the effects of asymmetric ICP at the optic nerve heads50 

may all play a part in this paradoxical process of a unilateral 

presentation from a systemic – and what should intuitively 

be a bilateral – condition. Congenital anomalies, compression, 

and adhesion of the optic nerve sheath have also been 

suggested as being contributory to this finding.39

So, a view of unilateral disk edema does not rule out 

increased ICP, although papilledema with such a finding would 

essentially become a diagnosis of exclusion due to its rarity, 

and it should be accompanied by systemic symptoms.51 It has 

been reported that ,2% of neurosurgical patients manifested 

unilateral papilledema;52 it would seem likely to be an even 

rarer finding in the general ophthalmic clinical population.

In recent decades the definition of optic neuritis has 

changed slightly from “involvement of the optic nerve 

resulting from any inflammation, demyelination or 

degeneration”53 to “an inflammatory, demyelinating disease 

of the optic nerve.”54 This subtle shift appears to indicate that 

optic neuritis is no longer considered a degenerative process. 

Interestingly enough – and to add further confusion – optic 

neuritis seems to be applied to several specific cases of acute 

disk edema: those associated with multiple sclerosis, those 

involving “parainfectious” sources, cases of “paraneoplastic” 

disk swelling, and most cases involving children, although 

there are still widespread variations in terminology, even 

within those groups. And while demyelination can be 

confirmed pathologically, that determination in a clinical 

setting is difficult.

To further confuse research on this topic, many case 

reports refer only to “optic neuritis,” and may omit further 

important anatomical differentiation between anterior or 

retrobulbar forms – Duke-Elder’s text is a prime example.4 

The addition of “unilateral” and “bilateral” descriptors would 

further help to eliminate confusion about the exact 

specification of the examination findings in these cases.

By the time that Duke-Elder conducted his final, major 

review of optic neuropathies in 1971, “papilledema” and 

“optic neuritis” (“inflammation of the optic nerve”) were 
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long considered to be two separate entities, but the term 

ischemic optic neuropathy was new, being coined only in 

the 1960s,55 with the “anterior” descriptor added by Hayreh 

in 1974.56 Thus the past 35 years have seen the addition of 

the third, common term applied to presentations of acute disk 

edema.

Strictly speaking, specific diagnoses of AION or optic 

neuritis cannot always be made in the absence of thorough 

understanding of the patient’s medical history or without the 

results of ancillary testing. At an initial presentation, the most 

accurate description may simply be “unilateral disk edema.” 

By corollary no new diagnosis of papilledema could be made 

with the patient sitting in the examination chair on the initial 

visit, without knowledge of intracranial processes. At an 

initial visit in the clinical setting, “bilateral optic disk 

swelling”57,58 or “bilateral disk edema”59 would be the more 

clinically accurate descriptors until the results of ancillary 

testing become known. But this demonstrates continued lack 

of consensus on use of these terms and suggests the need for 

uniform nomenclature in this clinical area.

At this point, the only way to resolve this terminology 

conflict would be to merely refer to swollen optic nerves as 

either “unilateral or bilateral disk edema related to …” (if 

known). A “meshing” framework works well for the 

complexities of uveitis60 and would likely serve well in this 

clinical domain as well.

While much attention has been paid to the nosology of 

disk edema, it is extremely important to realize that each of 

these conditions is actually the result of a single, 

pathophysiological pathway.

Pathophysiology of disk edema
Autoregulatory processes tightly control blood supply to the 

eye within the blood–ocular barrier.61,62 Disruption in 

autoregulation leads to an unstable O
2
 supply for the ONH,63 

and inadequate O
2
 perfusion of the ONH results in a localized, 

relative ischemia. Although localized ischemia can give rise 

to inflammation,64–66 inflammation has also been discovered 

to cause ischemia,67,68 so this is not a unidirectional biological 

process.69 This tandem process of ischemia/inflammation is 

further compounded by the normal aging processes of 

(1) decreased alveolar function in the lungs and (2) senescent 

arteriosclerosis of arteries. So it does not seem surprising 

that ischemic events at the optic nerve increase in frequency 

with age.

Anatomically speaking, the optic nerve is not actually a 

single “nerve,” but rather a central nervous system (CNS) 

tract.4,70 Approximately 1–1.5 million myelinated ganglion 

cell axons converge on each optic nerve head (papilla).71–74, 

These first-order neurons become demyelinated after passing 

through the lamina cribrosa and extend posteriorly from the 

globe to form the “optic nerve.” It is at the lamina cribrosa 

that ganglion cell axons are most vulnerable to pathological 

insult75 due to the rigidity of Bruch’s membrane surrounding 

its prelaminar portion.76 It is at this “choke point” that the 

physiological integrity is most susceptible to damage because 

a modest amount of edema is more likely to result in a sig-

nificant amount of morbidity.

After physiological damage, retinal ganglion cells (RGC) 

within the optic nerve – like neurons elsewhere in the 

CNS77,78 – die by the process of apoptosis, a programmed 

cell death.79 Although RGC death may not occur immediately 

after the pathological insult,80 eventually, apoptosis appears 

to be a final common pathway for all optic neuropathies.81 

After axonal injury, spontaneous regeneration of neurons is 

quite limited in humans.82,83 Endogenous repair of damaged 

CNS tissue is incomplete and typically does not restore 

function.84,85 Exogenous repair via gene therapy is only in its 

earliest stages at this time86 and the concept of neuroprotection 

has not yet been successfully demonstrated in neurological 

or ophthalmic disease.87,88

So, if RGC injury is considered irreversible at this time, 

then why do some patients (eg, those with “optic neuritis”) 

typically recover function while others do not (eg, those with 

“AION”)? It may be conjectured that those ONHs that 

recover functional vision must not have been pushed past 

the biological “apoptotic point of no return.” Perhaps given 

the general observation that younger patients fare better than 

older ones with disk edema (discussed below), there may be 

another age-related phenomenon at play because the same 

underlying process accounts for the appearance of disk edema 

in patients of all ages.

Against this background, a look at the basic patho-

physiology of disk edema is warranted. Regardless of 

terminology (eg, AION, optic neuropathy, papilledema, 

papillitis, papillopathy), the appearance of disk edema is the 

result of a single pathophysiological process.76,89,90 Namely, it 

is the interruption of axoplasmic flow along the optic nerve.91 

Contributing components of this process include toxic calcium 

channel overload,92 inhibition of cytochrome oxidase,93 

mitochondrial impairment,19,94 and vascular non-perfusion.56 

Despite various terminologies, any edematous disk is the 

result of this final common pathway. It is a nonspecific 

response95 to just a few stimuli (to be discussed further on), 

but which has many reported associations. In this sense, disk 

edema is analogous to choroidal neovascularization  
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or conjunctival hyperemia – a secondary effect rather than a 

primary cause.

Axoplasmic transport involves the physical movement of 

various neuron microcomponents (such as proteins, 

mitochondria, lipids, waste products) between neuron cell 

bodies and axons in two directions.96 Movement occurs 

within axon microtubules in both kinesin-mediated 

anterograde (toward the brain) and dynein-mediated 

retrograde (toward the eye) directions, and involves fast 

and slow transport mechanisms.97 Microtubules are part of 

the axon cytoskeleton and integral to vesicular transport 

among other biological functions.98 This is a vital physiological 

function in neurons because axons can be orders of magnitude 

larger in length than the cell bodies and obviously depend 

on the physiological integrity of the microtubule system to 

transport vital cellular components across those relative 

distances. Also, microtubule transport is critical for axon 

physiology, as proteins are not synthesized in those parts of 

the cell. The impaired movement of mitochondria (ATP 

[cellular energy] producers) from either genetic predispositions 

(such as Leber’s99) or acquired factors (inflammation) further 

degrades axonal transport in a negative feedback loop.94 

Ischemia/reperfusion insults also contribute to vascular 

sources of degradation in axoplasmic transport.100

Because of the anatomical constraints mentioned above, 

axoplasmic flow is most constricted at the level of the lamina 

cribrosa. As the accumulation of mitochondria in axons is 

more common in unmyelinated than in myelinated axons in 

the optic nerve,101 mitochondrial dysfunction may play a 

critical role in the disruption of axoplasmic flow as well. The 

end result of all these factors is axoplasmic flow stasis, which 

results in axonal edema.76 The cumulative effect of axonal 

edema is observed clinically as disk edema. It is important 

to bear in mind that this clinical presentation appears 

regardless of associated conditions.

Clinical associations
After substantial literature review of the topic, it became 

apparent that attempts to revise optic disk edema associations 

by pathological classifications would be unsuccessful. 

Historical classification of disease has always been arbitrary, 

with diff iculties classifying conditions with mixed 

mechanisms further limited by current understanding of 

pathogenesis and the limits of terminology: such as genetic 

versus metabolic, inflammatory versus autoimmune. In light 

of complex pathophysiological processes, single-factor 

hypotheses require compelling evidence, and are largely 

lacking for this clinical entity.

The list of ocular and systemic conditions associated with 

isolated unilateral disk edema (UDE) is rather lengthy, 

especially given the hundreds – if not thousands – of case 

reports that have accumulated during the past century and a 

half. Schemes of differential diagnosis for disk edema have 

typically been along classic nosologies in both neurological102 

and ophthalmologic103,104 literatures. However, in the pre-

genomic era these groupings did not rely on pathophysiological 

bases for disease. Because of sheer numbers, it also seems 

likely that some reported associations between disk edema 

and systemic conditions are purely coincidental.

Classic examples of confounding associations with disk 

edema surrounded reproductive matters. Use of oral 

contraceptives, pregnancy, lactation, and postpartum 

recovery were all linked to disk edema at one time. However, 

each has been largely discounted as associative. Oral 

contraceptives were not shown to cause ocular abnormalities 

when prospectively studied in Great Britain.105 Cases of disk 

edema during pregnancy were found to be related to 

underlying diabetes,106,107 pre-eclampsia (“toxemia of 

pregnancy” in older literature),108 idiopathic intracranial 

hypertension or cerebral venous thrombosis.109 Cases 

observed during lactation were discovered to occur in women 

who ultimately developed demyelinating disorders,110,111 and 

peri/postpartum cases were ultimately related to cerebral 

venous thrombosis112 or undiagnosed demyelinating 

disease.113 In retrospect, these cases demonstrate the power 

of coincidence in patients with genetic predispositions.109 

The lesson learned is that a mechanism underlying the 

association must be feasible, be biologically tenable, and be 

both repeatable and demonstrable to establish causation.

Another example of a confounder is provided by an 

association of UDE with spinocerebellar degeneration. 

Although bilateral optic atrophy has been associated with 

this condition114 – and this makes biological sense: a 

neurological, retrograde, atrophic process being observed 

directly in the eyes – the one case associated with disk edema 

in the literature115 would seem to be more coincidental than 

directly related to this condition. The pathophysiology of the 

process (genetic overexpression of SCA1 leading to 

neurotoxic production of ataxin-1116) lends biological 

credence to a metabolic/toxic mechanism of inflammation, 

but the dearth of cases of UDE would seem to support such 

a presentation as being coincidental versus an expected part 

of the natural pathophysiological process.

Ultimately, progress in genetic sequencing will likely 

allow for more accurate pathological associations to be made. 

With the completion of the sequencing of DNA by the Human 
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Genome Project in 2003, it became apparent that human 

disease could be classified based on gene networks.117 

Underlying molecular pathophysiologies could be identified 

and used to replace classic delineation of diseases based on 

observational analysis of symptoms and ancillary testing. In 

essence, diseases can now be classified by pathophenotypes 

in networks based on underlying genetic proximity. All areas 

of medicine are sure to benefit from future research in 

these areas.

To date, a “single gene defect” related to acute optic 

neuropathy has been identified only for Leber’s hereditary 

optic neuropathy (LHON), although various OPA genes have 

been linked to other inherited forms of optic neuropathies 

without acute presentations.86 Meanwhile, PAX genes are 

also recognized for their involvement in visual system 

development,118 and polymorphism of the endothelial nitric 

oxide synthase gene has been studied in context of AION.119 

Research into genetic links for other acute optic neuropathies 

remains in its early stages, but may become telling as new 

evidence emerges. It should be pointed out that pathological 

loci represent susceptibility only (nature) and not necessarily 

that the appropriate environmental trigger will be present to 

elicit the disease state (nurture). Both these factors must be 

present for a disease to manifest itself. Whether a single locus 

for susceptibility to disk edema exists is yet to be 

determined.

Based on the concept of the final common pathway, the 

review of multitudinous case reports involving disk edema 

suggests that a new framework for classifying these cases is 

warranted. From the standpoint of a mechanistic approach, 

it would appear that there are just a few broad sources for 

the interruption of axoplasmic flow. Rather than grouping 

by disease category, classifying cases of optic disk edema 

by pathophysiology seemed to simplify this topic and also 

to suggest a useful mechanism for clinical work-up of patients 

who present with ambiguous forms of this condition.

Sources of axoplasmic flow stasis  
in unilateral disk edema
The three mechanisms for the interruption of axoplasmic 

flow that emerged from this review are: (1) inflammation, 

(2) mass effects, and (3) alterations in the pressure gradient 

across the lamina cribrosa. These are schematically depicted 

in Figure 1. All involve interference with normal microtubule 

physiological functioning and eventually the appearance of 

disk edema. As with any classification scheme, there will 

continue to be instances of mixed mechanisms and even 

alternative mechanisms for the same source, but it is intended 

that this framework will serve as a point of departure for 

future investigations into this topic. It must also be recognized 

that cases of UDE which cannot be explained in terms of 

pathophysiology of axoplasmic flow need further, careful 

consideration before direct associations can be made.

Causality is agreed to exist on the macro level when a 

final outcome depends on the occurrence of a primary event, 

that the primary event precedes the final outcome, and that 

contiguity links the two events.120 To suggest that a certain 

condition “causes” disk edema is a premature assumption at 

this time. (Note: posterior ciliary artery [PCA] infarction 

may be said to “cause” AION, but what causes PCA 

infarction?) Rather, various “risk factors” for the development 

of disk edema have been reported. It may be more useful to 

think of conditions associated with disk edema as being 

“clinical multipliers” of the underlying pathophysiological 

process, ie, those things that exacerbate the disruption of 

axoplasmic flow, rather than determinants of causality. At 

this stage of understanding, it seems unlikely that disk edema 

(effect) is the result of a single antecedent (cause). In this 

context a multiplier can thus be considered any pathologic 

stressor to homeostasis.

Within this framework, multipliers can be aligned within 

the three mechanisms as enumerated above. The focus is on 

pathophysiology, if known, or deduced if unknown or not 

reported. Again, the relative rarity of many of these processes 

may in fact suggest coincidence rather than another 

multiplier – rare events being extremely difficult to study 

systematically. And some multipliers may even be excluded 

from further association with UDE.

Papilledema (unilateral or bilateral disk edema related to 

increased ICP) is an exception to the discussion of multipliers. 

Causality for papilledema relates to the increase in ICP inside 

the optic nerve sheath121 with a secondary mechanical 

compression93,122 on the ONH that results in axoplasmic flow 

stasis and ultimately disk edema. Further discussions of 

papilledema per se remain beyond the scope of this paper.

As illustrated in Figure 1, normal physiological integrity 

of ONH axoplasmic flow can be interrupted by three 

pathological mechanisms. In inflammation, axonal swelling 

or impingement on axons from surrounding extracellular 

fluid (ECF) can interrupt microtubule transport. Both 

endogenous and exogenous sources can cause inflammation,123 

and both processes occur within the optic nerve. Mass effects 

can involve either infiltrative or compressive lesions, which 

result in a mechanical increase in axon density; the net result 
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of which is impingement of microtubules. Changes in the 

intraocular pressure/intracranial pressure gradient across the 

ONH can result in disk edema when intraocular pressure 

(IOP) -related and unilateral papilledema when ICP-related. 

Figure 1 further delineates these sources of UDE.

Inflammation
By far the most common source of disruption of axoplasmic 

flow – inflammatory stimuli (“inducers”) – can be from either 

endogenous (internally derived) or exogenous (externally 

derived) sources.

Normal optic nerve

Inflammation
Endogenous Exogenous

Table 2 Table 3

Mass effects

Infiltrative lesions

or

Microtubules not

transporting against

the pressure gradient

Compressive lesion

Swollen axons

or

Pockets of ECF

Unilateral
disk edema

Table 4

Pressure gradient
changes

Optic nerve sheath

Individual axons

Microtubules within axons

IOP ICP

Figure 1 Schematic representations of pathophysiological sources for unilateral disk edema. Views are stylized cross-sectional views of the optic nerve.
Abbreviations: ECF, extracellular fluid; ICP, intracranial pressure; IOP, intraocular pressure.
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endogenous
Endogenous sources of inflammation can be the result of 

nonvascular and vascular (more common) antecedents.

Nonvascular
Nonvascular sources include those genetic defects in which 

mutations disallow normal biochemistry or metabolism to 

occur within the neurons of the optic nerve. The clearest 

example from this group is LHON in which point mutations 

in mitochondrial DNA complex I genes lead to defective 

oxidative phosphorylation and increased activity of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS). ROS are highly reactive and can 

readily damage biological molecules,124 leading to axonal 

swelling and mechanical blockage of axoplasmic flow, 

ONH edema, eventual apoptosis of retinal ganglion cells, 

and ultimately atrophy of the optic nerve (references in 

Table 2).

“Metabolic” (ie, relating to metabolism, the whole range 

of biochemical processes that occur within a living 

 organism132) associations are harder to define due to overlap-

ping pathophysiological processes. However, as growing 

evidence from different disciplines seems to point toward 

an inflammatory component for metabolic stresses,133–142 

these associations will be considered in the context of 

inflammation.

Vascular
Vascular sources represent the largest grouping within 

inflammatory multipliers for axoplasmic stasis. These can 

be further subdivided into hematological, hemodynamic, and 

tissue-based factors.

Hematological Hematological changes are those changes 

directly involving alterations in blood composition and 

include alterations in oxygen saturation of the blood (from 

either decreased O
2
 availability in the blood or decreased O

2
 

carrying capacity of the blood). Increases in blood viscosity 

can also lead to vascular-mediated inflammation as a source 

of disk edema. Osmotic and pH changes in blood composition 

will also be considered.

Changes in O
2
 saturation

Low O
2
 availability

Hypoventilation in pulmonary disease

The association of bilateral papilledema with respiratory 

failure was first reported in 1933.143 The prevalence of 

papilledema with respiratory diseases – and obstructive sleep 

apnea in particular – has been noted to be low,144 and the 

association with acute optic neuropathies has been 

Table 2 Cases of unilateral disk edema (UDe) related to 
endogenous sources of inflammation

Nonvascular
 Genetic
  Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy125–131

Vascular
Hematological
 Changes in O2 saturation
 Low O2 availability
  Hypoventilation in pulmonary disease
   Sleep apnea syndrome151,152

   Obesity hypoventilation syndrome
    (OHS, Pickwickian syndrome) no UDe cases found
  High altitude164

 Low O2-carrying capacity
  Anemia
   Hemolytic167

   Hemopoietic173

   Hypovolemic174

  Polycythemia vera no UDe cases found
  Thrombocytopenia no UDe cases found
 increased blood viscosity
  Hyperviscosity syndrome no UDe cases found
 Osmotic changes no UDe cases found
 Changes in pH no UDe cases found
Hemodynamic
 Hypovolemia (also with hypotension)
  intraoperative (non-ophthalmic surgery)198

  Post-traumatic199

  Shock194

 Hypoperfusion
  Thromboembolic disease203–206

   Hypercoagulable states213

   Sticky platelet syndrome214

  Decreased cardiac output
   ischemic heart disease217

  Arteritic disease (pseudo-occlusive) vasculitis
   Allergic granulomatosis (Churg-Strauss syndrome)223

   Behçet’s disease16,224–228

   Giant cell arteritis229,230

   Polyarteritis nodosa231,232

   wegener’s granulomatosis233

  Non-arteritic AiONmany reported cases

 Reduced blood return to trunk (venous stasis)
  Arteriovenous malformations no UDe cases found
  intraoperative complications see ‘prolonged intraop  

times’ below
 Alterations in blood pressure
  Hypotension
   Prolonged intraop times256,268,269

   Nocturnal no UDe cases found
   Renal dialysis/uremia270–272

  Hypertension
   essential hypertension (or primary hypertension)278,279

   Arteriosclerosis (senescent) no UDe cases found
   Atherosclerosis (dietary, hereditary) no UDe cases found
Tissue-based
 Increased extracellular fluid from edema
 Autoimmune disease

(Continued)
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summarized previously.145,146 As it relates to the ONHs, the 

end result of sleep apnea is decreased oxygen saturation and 

promotion of ROS with end organ hypoxia.147 The prevalence 

of sleep apnea in AION has been reported to be in the 

70%–80% range.148,149

As with any systemic antecedent, bilateral disk edema 

would be expected as it relates to pulmonary disease, and is 

reported as such for both adults150 and children.31 However, 

rare cases of UDE related to sleep apnea syndrome have been 

reported (Table 2), thus suggesting hypoventilation as a 

multiplier for UDE.

Obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS, Pickwickian 

syndrome) is the combination of obesity with hypoxia during 

sleep and hypercapnia during waking hours, and is often 

found with sleep disorders.153,154 The associated changes in 

blood chemistry result in respiratory acidosis, and combined 

with the ischemic state of the ONH, apparently lead to disk 

edema that is unrelated to changes in ICP. Several cases of 

bilateral disk edema have been reported in OHS,155–158 but no 

unilateral cases of UDE related to OHS were uncovered 

during this review.

Long-term hypercapnia in and of itself has also been 

reported as another likely contributor to the development of 

disk edema,159 and may in fact, be an overlooked and under-

reported multiplier.

Although obesity has not been directly associated with 

UDE, it might be expected to be a cardiovascular morbidity 

multiplier due to its pathophysiological relationship to 

diabetes, dyslipidemia, hypertension, atherosclerosis and 

secondary hypoxia.160 The excess secretion of adipokines 

associated with obesity has been implicated in the apoptotic 

process,161 however, and would seem to be a biological 

contributor to any vascular component of optic neuropathies. 

Its relationship to OHS would also seem to support this 

supposition.

Hypobaric states

Interestingly enough, disk edema has been reported in high-

altitude climbers returning from hypobaric atmospheric 

conditions. At depressed barometric pressures, the resultant 

low peripheral O
2
 saturation creates decreased perfusion 

pressure at the ONH and hypoxic-induced increases in brain 

volume resulting in increased ICP, which are the presumed 

sources for this finding.162,163 Again, due to the nature of this 

environmentally induced, systemic physiological change, it 

would be expected to be a bilateral finding, although one 

case of UDE in isolation has been reported (Table 2). In 

general, this should be considered an extremely rare, 

multiplying factor.

Low O2 carrying capacity

Anemia

Anemia is the most common hematologic disorder and 

results in end organ hypoxia. The broad origins of anemia 

are from hypovolemia (volume loss), hemolysis (excess 

blood cell destruction), and ineffective hematopoiesis (red 

blood cell [RBC] production). Disk edema related to 

hypovolemic anemia following surgery165 and gastrointestinal 

bleeding166 have been reported. UDE in hemolytic anemia 

associated with interferon treatment has also been noted.167 

Acute optic neuropathies linked with hematopoietic forms 

of anemia have been described for iron-deficiency anemia,168 

sickle cell disease,169 and aplastic anemia.170–172 However, 

nearly all of these cases have been bilateral cases – as would 

be expected in a systemic vascular disorder – and typically 

with concurrent retinal f indings. Rare cases of UDE 

associated with anemia are referenced in Table 2, although 

their report indicates that low O
2
 carrying capacity may be 

viewed as a UDE multiplier. These cases also demonstrate 

the potential for mixed mechanisms leading to the disruption 

of axoplasmic flow and subsequent development of disk 

edema.

Polycythemia vera

Polycythemia vera (elevated RBCs/hematocrit) creates a 

milieu of increased blood viscosity and hypervolemia, which 

decreases blood flow and tissue perfusion, creating a relative 

ischemia of end organs.175 Associated bilateral disk edema 

has been reported with the condition,30,176,177 but no cases of 

UDE were discovered for this review.

Thrombocytopenia

Thrombocytopenia (low platelets) has been linked to bilateral 

disk edema178 and disk edema in conjunction with other 

Table 2 (Continued)

   Neonatal onset multisystem inflammatory disease (NOMID)294,295

   Relapsing polychondritis296

   Systemic lupus erythematosus297,298

  Local vasculitides
   Optic disk edema with macular star (ODeMS)299,301

   Optic disk vasculitis (ODV)302,304

   Sarcoidosis (no optic nerve head granulomas)9–11,311,312

 Other biochemical alterations in cells
  Decreased nitric oxide concentration
   Hypercholesterolemia242

  Glucose exchange dysfunction
   Diabetes mellitus318–321

  Damage from reactive oxygen species (demyelinating diseases)
   Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy
    (AiDP, Guillain-Barre syndrome)326

   Multiple sclerosis54

   Neuromyelitis optica (of Devic)4,327,328
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ophthalmic findings.179 However, no UDE cases associated 

with thrombocytopenia have been reported to date.

Increased blood viscosity

Hyperviscosity syndromes also limit oxygenation of blood 

and have been associated with bilateral disk edema,180,181 but 

not yet UDE. The intriguing finding of high blood viscosity 

in patients with AION182,183 coupled with the suggestion that 

the disk edema can be improved with plasmapheresis184 or 

hemodilution therapy185 suggest interesting avenues for further 

exploration of this potential multiplier of acute optic 

neuropathies.

Osmotic changes

Osmotic changes in blood have been linked to simian models 

of disk edema;186 however this mechanism is via pressure 

gradient changes across the lamina cribrosa (to be discussed) 

and is unrelated to hematological alterations. This osmotic 

phenomenon has not been associated with disk edema in 

humans at the time of writing.

Changes in pH

Blood acidosis leads to arteriolar vasoconstriction, which 

causes decreased perfusion of end tissue and ultimately 

leads to relative ischemia. It might be predicted that lower 

blood pH would create another multiplier for the develop-

ment of disk edema. While oxygenation of the ONH 

does seem to be more regulated by carbon dioxide 

concentrations,187 oxygen levels at the ONH remain rela-

tively unaffected by changes in pH.188 So it does not seem 

likely that the pH change in and of itself can cause optic 

disk edema, but may be another multiplier – similar to the 

acidosis that develops in cases of methanol toxicity93 or pH 

change associated with profound trauma.189 In sum, the pH 

of arterial blood does not seem to be a factor in the develop-

ment of disk edema.

Hemodynamic Hemodynamic events leading to disk 

edema include hypovolemia (loss of blood volume leading 

to decreased ONH perfusion), hypoperfusion (decreased 

blood supply to ONH from macro- or microvascular causes), 

decreased blood return to the trunk, and changes in systemic 

blood pressure: hypotension (causing decreased ONH 

perfusion) and hypertension (related to increased peripheral 

resistance to available blood supply).

Hypovolemia

Hypovolemia is a vascular disorder in which there is a 

decrease in the volume of circulating blood and is the result 

of several different processes. Intraoperative non-ophthalmic 

surgical settings,190,191 post-traumatic,189,192,193 and shock- 

induced forms of hypovolemia194–196 have been linked to the 

development of acute optic neuropathy, although again, due 

to the systemic nature of hypovolemia, the majority of these 

cases are bilateral.

Ischemic forms of optic neuropathy are the most common 

cause of visual compromise following non-ophthalmic 

 surgery.197 (The mechanism for the development of disk 

edema in ophthalmic surgical settings differs from systemic 

procedures and will be discussed in turn). Those few cases 

of UDE related to hypovolemia from various causes are listed 

in Table 2. It should also be noted that hypovolemia is often 

associated with hypotension200,201 and anemia,194 so several 

multipliers for the reduction of perfusion pressure at the 

ONH192,202 and subsequent development of UDE are 

likely at play.

Hypoperfusion

Hypoperfusion of the ONH can occur with thromboembolic 

disease, decreased cardiac output, and arteritic (vasculitis) 

and non-arteritic diseases.

Thromboembolic disease

The association of embolic disease with the development of 

disk edema is one fraught with contradictions. The association 

of UDE with an embolism has been occasionally reported in 

the medical literature (references in Table 2); however, this 

would seem to be an exceedingly rare clinical finding207,208 

and may be more within the realm of coincidence. Screening 

of non-arteritic AION patients for prothrombotic/

thrombophilic factors has also proved inconclusive, with 

different authors both recommending209,210 and discounting211,212 

this practice.

The reports of hypercoagulable states213 and sticky 

platelet syndrome214 with cases of UDE suggest that rarer 

forms of thromboembolic disease may be more likely to be 

associated with disk edema. However, these remain rarely 

reported clinical findings and merit further ophthalmic study 

on the generalizability of these potential multipliers to other 

cases of UDE.

As an interesting footnote to ocular hypoperfusion, 

although not occurring as UDE in isolation, ischemia of the 

ONH is thought to be the source of disk edema in central 

retinal artery occlusion (CRAO, most often an embolic 

disease of the eye) and is observed in about 20% of those 

cases.215

Decreased cardiac output

Decreased cardiac output has been suggested as a contributor 

to the pathogenesis of the non-arteritic AION form of disk 

edema.216 As congestive heart failure has also been linked to 
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the development of AION,217 these findings suggest that 

decreased cardiac output and the secondary effect on the 

ischemic milieu of the ONH may be another multiplying 

factor for the development of UDE in addition to the other, 

recognized hemodynamic factors.

Indirect evidence for the contribution of decreased cardiac 

output may be found in the context of the definitive treatment 

for ischemic heart disease: cardiopulmonary bypass surgery. 

With an incidence of one AION per 1100 cases of 

cardiopulmonary bypass surgery218 versus an estimated 

incidence of one per 2000 cases of postcataract extraction 

AION,219 the inference is that the physiological circumstances 

for developing AION are more common in patients 

undergoing bypass surgery than for those undergoing cataract 

extraction. This observation, coupled with other clinical 

reports of disk edema following coronary artery bypass 

surgery,220,221 suggest that this multiplier may also be more 

common than previously believed.

Arteritic disease (vasculitis)

Systemic vasculidites are widely known to have ocular 

findings222 and are considered “pseudo-occlusive” due to the 

inflammatory nature of the occlusions. In pseudo-occlusive 

diseases, active inflammation in the form of vasculitis 

effectively reduces the lumen of the affected artery and can 

result in complete occlusion.4 Inflammatory occlusion of the 

posterior ciliary arteries ensures axoplasmic flow stasis 

through space-occupying, ischemic and/or inflammatory 

mechanisms. This “arteritic” form of AION has been 

observed in allergic granulomatosis (Churg-Strauss 

syndrome), Behçet’s disease, giant cell arteritis (GCA), 

polyarteritis nodosa, and Wegener’s granulomatosis 

(references in Table 2). The important relationship between 

GCA and arteritic AION has been discussed extensively 

elsewhere.234–239 Work-up of patients with UDE to address 

GCA will be addressed later in this paper.

Non-arteritic disease

Non-arteritic AION (NAION) has been comprehensively 

reported in the ophthalmic literature. It is the most common 

cause of acute optic neuropathy in older patients,240 although 

it is not uncommon in patients younger than 50.241 This term 

was introduced in 1960s,55 and was refined in the 1974,56 

although this condition may have been recognized and reported 

as early as 1924 by Uthoff. Briefly, NAION is an acute 

ischemic event involving the short posterior ciliary arteries 

(PCA) that nourish the optic nerve head.242,243 Specifically, 

“when perfusion pressure in PCA falls below intraocular 

pressure, infarction of the optic nerve head results.”244

Many associations of systemic diseases with this 

disk edema have been reported for NAION;241,245–249 

however, it may be more useful to think of NAION as the 

pathological outcome of several concurrent, multiplying 

pathophysiologies.250,251

Regardless of association, it is the ischemic environment 

at the lamina cribrosa which leads to interruption of 

 axoplasmic flow and eventual development of observable 

disk edema. It has also been suggested that NAION may 

be a form of compartment syndrome, in which increased 

 pressure (presumably from local inflammation) within the 

confined anatomical space of the lamina impairs blood 

supply.252

Reduced blood return to the trunk

Venous stasis (reduced blood flow from the head to the trunk) 

has been noted intraoperatively for both prone and 

Trendelenburg positions and has been linked to acute optic 

neuropathies.253 Venous stasis with hypovolemia has also 

been linked to postsurgical optic neuropathies,190,254,255 

although separating these antecedents from hypotension may 

not be possible. Intraoperative anemia is yet another 

confounder for acute optic neuropathies following surgical 

cases.256–258 In these cases it seems reasonable that several 

multipliers have converged to create the untoward 

physiological event in predisposed individuals.

Cavernous sinus dural arteriovenous malformations can 

create another environment for venous stasis in the head. 

Disk edema has been reported as a part of the exam findings 

for these rare conditions 259,260 although UDE in isolation has 

not. Arteriovenous malformations, therefore, are most likely 

not multipliers for UDE.

Alterations in systemic blood pressure

Hypotension (decreased blood flow through arteries 

and veins)

Systemic hypotension leads to decreased ONH perfusion, 

and has been implicated in acute optic neuropathies in 

nocturnal states,261,262 postoperative settings,263,264 and 

cardiopulmonary arrest.244 Normal diurnal fluctuations in 

blood pressure may also contribute to ischemic events;265 

however it also seems likely that systemic hypotension is a 

contributing multiplier of a mixed-mechanism event.266 

Chronic hypoperfusion of arterioles supplying the ONH may 

predispose susceptible ONHs to acute ischemic optic 

neuropathies.267

Prolonged intraoperative times (in which blood pressure 

is iatrogenically lowered) have been associated with UDE 

(Table 2), although possibly combined with anemia or other 
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vasculopathic risk factors263 in another mixed mechanism 

pathophysiology.

Hypotension during hemodialysis is common,270 and this 

association with AION has been reported (references in 

Table 2), although concurrent vascular pathologies – uremia, 

hypertension, atherosclerosis, anemia – are also often found 

in these patients.271,273 AION has also been noted in cases of 

peritoneal dialysis with hypovolemia felt to be the source 

of the ocular complication.274 Intracranial venous hyperten-

sion leading to retrograde blood flow, and ultimately 

decreased cranial blood outflow, has also been implicated 

in these processes.275 It seems likely that axoplasmic flow 

stasis in these patients is multifactorial and also includes 

pressure gradient mechanisms (to be discussed), with hypoten-

sion serving as a multiplier for biological outcomes.

Hypertension (increased peripheral vascular resistance to 

blood supply)

The case for causation between primary (essential) hyperten-

sion and disk edema is not clear-cut. A connection between 

hypertension and UDE has been reported,276–279 but seems 

more likely related to a combination of hemodynamic factors 

than a single process. Increased peripheral vascular resistance 

within the ONH vasculature – which is exacerbated by ath-

erosclerotic and arteriosclerotic changes – due to endothelial 

dysfunction and decreased nitric oxide production (thereby 

limiting local vasodilation) would lead to loss of ocular blood 

flow and decreased perfusion of the ONH and eye.280–283 The 

ensuing localized, relative ischemia/inflammation could alter 

microtubule function via this theorized pathway.

Although arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis have been 

considered risk factors in the development of AION,248 

these contributors to decreased end-organ perfusion should 

remain just that: multipliers of effect, not instigators 

of causation. No cases of UDE have been associated 

solely with arteriosclerosis or atherosclerosis. As a final 

note, it has been concluded that atherosclerosis of the 

carotid artery is not involved in the pathogenesis of non-

arteritic AION.284

 Tissue-based factors Tissue-based factors of vascular-based 

inflammation are those events which prevent the target tissue 

(ONH) from using a normal and available O
2
 supply (ie, 

decreased O
2
 absorption).

Increased ECF from edema

Autoimmune disease

Autoimmune disease occurs when the body’s immune 

system responds to self-antigens.285 Many diseases are 

considered to be autoimmune processes, however a 

def initive list of these diseases remains elusive, and 

separating some disease processes – for example autoimmune 

and demyelinating mechanisms – may be entirely arbitrary. 

The common cause hypothesis suggests that many of these 

conditions might ultimately be found to have a single cause: 

a yet-unspecified defect in the immune system.286 A similar 

theory has also been applied to the class of white spot 

syndromes of the retina.287 Allergic, infectious, toxic, and 

other conditions once classified separately may in fact prove 

to be immunological in origin. Future genetic studies may 

provide greater insight into the potential of this interesting 

theory.

The pathophysiology of the disruption of axoplasmic flow 

and the development of disk edema seems to be related to 

the local immune reaction in the optic nerve that disrupts 

extracellular fluid dynamics. The accumulation of 

inflammatory extracellular fluid in the limited space of the 

ONH ultimately impinges on the microtubules and leads to 

axonal edema – another compartment syndrome.

From an ophthalmic standpoint, there are myriad 

associations with autoimmune diseases. Specific antibodies 

have been reported with various optic neuropathies, including 

antinuclear antibodies288 and anticardiolipin antibody.289–291 

However, in some cases, an underlying disease is not 

specifically determined and the acute optic neuropathy has been 

termed simply “autoimmune optic neuropathy.”292,293 After 

reviewing the literature, there appear to be very few instances 

of isolated UDE associated with autoimmune diseases. Those 

cases discovered for this review involve neonatal onset 

multisystem inflammatory disease, relapsing polychondritis, 

and systemic lupus erythematosus (Table 2). Again, due to the 

nature of systemic pathology, the expectation would be for 

bilateral ophthalmic involvement when it does occur. As with 

other cases of unilaterality, it must be conjectured that there 

are specific anatomical variations “protecting” the fellow nerve 

from simultaneous involvement.

Local vasculitis

Optic disk edema with macular star (ODEMS) and optic disk 

vasculitis (ODV) are two special cases of local vasculitis 

within the ONH, but which can present as a UDE. The 

development of disk edema in these cases is also possibly 

the result of mixed mechanisms: increased ECF as a result 

of the inflammation and/or vascular wall inflammation 

impingement on ONH axons.

ODEMS is a rare, primary optic neuropathy299 that can 

present as a UDE due to the 1- to 2-week delay between the 

development of disk edema and the involvement of the 

macula.300 Although often considered an idiopathic finding, 
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this condition has also been associated with several infectious 

causes.301

ODV is another rare, primary optic neuropathy that appears 

clinically the same as other disk edemas.302–304 The differential 

diagnosis of ODEMS and ODV with other associations will 

be discussed in the second part of this series.

Sarcoidosis

Sarcoidosis is an idiopathic granulomatous multisystem 

disease involving hyperimmune responses to unknown 

agents.305,306 Disk edema can be related to one or more of 

three sources: increased ICP (papilledema), inflammation 

within the ONH, or granulomatous infiltration of the ONH.48 

Unilaterality of findings would tend to suggest a more 

infiltrative process; however, this is not always the case. 

Variable outcomes after corticosteroid treatment307 would 

suggest alternative mechanisms other than direct inflamma-

tion when patients respond poorly to this mode of therapy.

Conversely, when sarcoidosis manifests primarily as a 

pulmonary disease, reduced lung function can result in low 

O
2
 availability. However, hypoventilation would seem to 

be more a multiplier than a primary cause in these cases of 

optic neuropathy. Optic nerve disease has been estimated 

to occur in 5% of sarcoid patients308 and can be observed 

clinically either as disk edema, optic atrophy (presumably 

the end result of disk edema), or ONH granuloma.309,310 

Within the context of sarcoidosis, the development of UDE 

is probably related to mixed mechanisms. Reports of UDE 

associated sarcoidosis (without granulomas) are given in 

Table 2.

Biochemical alterations at the cellular level

Decreased nitric oxide concentration

UDE has been reported against a background of 

hypercholesterolemia.242 The mechanism for the development 

of disk edema in this instance is suggested to be related to 

endothelial vasodilator impairment in the short posterior 

arteries. Endothelial compromise interferes with the nitric 

oxide function,313 a vasodilator whose biological effect 

culminates in increased tissue perfusion. The resultant 

ischemia and inflammation within the ONH can then 

compromise axoplasmic flow. This could be another common, 

yet overlooked clinical multiplier.

Glucose exchange dysfunction

UDE related to diabetes is also probably multifactorial. The 

hyperglycemic state in genetically predisposed individuals 

results in biochemical alterations of localized cellular 

metabolism. Impaired microcirculation within end organ 

tissues results in altered glycation metabolism, oxidative 

stress, and hypoxia.314–316 Although there was once controversy 

surrounding an association of diabetes and disk edema,317 

this debate now seems largely resolved and “diabetic 

papillopathy” is now recognized as belonging to the list of 

associations with UDE. Reported cases of UDE related to 

diabetes are listed in Table 2. However, it remains important 

to emphasize that diabetes is a multiplier not a “cause” of 

disk edema.

Damage from ROS (demyelinating diseases).

Demyelinating diseases may be mediated by ROS,322 with 

inflammation involved in the demyelinating processes.323 

Obviously, with ROS also being implicated in pathways 

associated with LHON and hypoventilation related to sleep 

apnea (both discussed above), then these biochemicals may 

be common multipliers for the pathophysiology of UDE and 

linked to other associations as well.

The association of “optic neuritis” with multiple 

sclerosis is well known, and the subject of the large-scale 

Optic  Neuritis Treatment Trial (including both anterior and 

posterior forms).324,325 However, other, rarer demyelinating 

diseases have also been associated with acute optic 

neuropathies, such as acute disseminated encephalomyelitis 

and diffuse periaxial encephalitis (of Schiller).4 Acute 

inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy 

(AIDP, Guillain-Barre syndrome) and neuromyelitis optica 

(Devic’s disease) have also been reported with UDE in 

isolation (references in Table 2). The exact relationship 

between demyelination and disk edema remains 

unknown.

Cases of perceived endogenous associations of UDE 

which are not substantiated in the medical literature are 

denoted “no UDE cases found” in Table 2. It seems unlikely 

that these conditions need longer be considered either 

multipliers or clinical associations for UDE.

exogenous
Exogenous insults associated with acute optic neuropathies 

include those from infectious agents, either as primary, 

secondary, or even opportunistic effects of the infection, and 

those from noninfectious agents, such as nutritional, 

radiation-induced and toxic inducers. (So-called “tobacco” 

optic neuropathy is considered a “toxic” mechanism for the 

purposes of this review).

infectious agents
Many bacterial, fungal, parasitic, and viral microbes have 

been associated with optic disk edema through the years. 

Such cases are frequently referred to as “parainfectious optic 

neuritis,” are typically bilateral, and are most often found in 
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children.329 However, a list of the various infectious agents 

associated with UDE can be found in Table 3. In these uni-

lateral cases, it would be presumed that the inflammatory 

response to localized infection of the ONH would disrupt 

axoplasmic flow and lead to disk edema.

Noninfectious agents
Exogenous, noninfectious sources of disk edema include 

radiation-induced sequelae, malnutrition, and toxic effects. 

Both ultraviolet wavelength and ionizing particle radiation 

therapies have been linked to the development of UDE (refer-

ences in Table 3); however, these are relatively rare instances 

and should be easily discerned when case histories are 

obtained for these patients. Nutritional sources of UDE 

appear to be exceptionally rare with only one associated case 

discovered,363 and this case was possibly confounded by the 

resultant associated anemia. Some nutritional cases of optic 

neuropathy also share a clinical profile with toxic sources.

Most toxic associations with optic neuropathy are 

bilateral, symmetrical, atrophic processes364 and, therefore, 

would not present as UDE. However, rare cases of UDE in 

isolation have been reported in the context of pharmaceutical 

agents, vaccinations, and venomous reactions. Those 

noninfectious sources of UDE are listed in Table 3, and – if 

truly associative – manifest monocularly due to the 

anatomical reasons previously mentioned.

Incidentally, secondary toxic-mediated inflammation by 

neither endotoxins (eg, from Salmonella enterica serovar 

Typhi in typhoid fever) nor exotoxins (eg, botulin toxin from 

Clostridium botulinum or the scarlet fever antecedent from 

Streptococcus pyogenes) seems to be associated with UDE. 

Graft-versus-host disease (a toxic versus inflammatory 

response) has been associated with bilateral optic disk 

edema379 via an inflammatory mechanism, but has not been 

reported in conjunction with a case of UDE.

Indeed, the presence of any one of the nutritional or toxic 

factors (chemical, tobacco, or toxin) in an acute case of UDE 

would appear to be suspect,4,46 given the atrophic nature of 

these bilateral conditions.19 Literature searches for cases of 

a commonly cited source of nutritional optic neuropathy – 

that derived from vitamin B12 deficiency – uncovered no 

reports of acute presentations of UDE. It seems probable that 

most cases of nutritional optic neuropathies are nonacute, 

bilateral, and restricted to developing countries.363

“Tobacco amblyopia,” in particular, does not appear 

acutely as disk edema,380 is bilateral,381 and may not even be 

an optic neuropathy at all.382 While hyperemic disk edema 

is more often seen in cases of acute ethanol intoxication,46 

again, these cases are expected to be bilateral in presentation. 

It is unclear that ethanol in isolation has been linked to disk 

edema historically4 or via more recent literature searches in 

the preparation of this review. Methanol has been long 

associated with disk edema with the first case series reported 

in 1904,383 although even in the period when these cases were 

Table 3 Cases of unilateral disk edema related to exogenous 
sources of inflammation

Infectious
Bacterial
 Bartonella henselae
 Borrelia spp.
 Leptospira spp.
 Mycobacterium tuberculosis
 Mycoplasma pneumoniae336

 Propionibacterium acnes337

 Treponema pallidum

Cat scratch disease330,331

Lyme disease332,333

Leptospirosis334

TB335

 
 
Syphilis338

Fungal
 Aspergillus spp. 
 Histoplasmosis capsulatum

Aspergillosis339

Histoplasmosis340

Parasitic
 Taenia solium (tapeworm)
 Toxocara canis (helminth)
 Toxoplasma gondii (protozoa)

Cysticercosis341

Toxocariasis342–344

Toxoplasmosis345–347

Viral
RNA Alphavirus Chikungunya CHiKV348,349

Flavivirus spp. Dengue fever350,351

west Nile virus352

Hepacvirus Hepatitis C353

Lentivirus HiV354

Morbillivirus Rubeola/measles355

Orthohepadnavirus Hepatitis B356

Rubulavirus Mumps357

DNA Cytomegalovirus Human herpes virus type 5, CMV358

Lymphocryptovirus Human herpes virus type 4, epstein- 
Barr, infectious mononucleosis359

Varicellovirus Varicella, HZV360–362

Non-infectious
Nutritional
 Folic acid deficiency364

Radiation-induced exposures
 Ultraviolet wavelength365

 ionizing Particles
  Brachytherapy366

  external beam367

Toxic
 Chemical
 Pharmaceutical
  Amiodarone368,369

  interferon167

  Sildenafil370–372

 Postvaccination for:
  Hepatitis B373

  Measles/rubella374

  Swine flu375

No UDe cases found

 Venomous
  Bee sting376,377

  wasp sting37
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more commonly observed, Duke-Elder considered them to 

be “always bilateral.”4

Although, tobacco, ethanol, nutritional, and toxic optic 

neuropathies are often considered in the same discussion – and 

indeed with considerable overlap in some cases – here, “toxic” 

is strictly applied in the sense of being related to a chemical 

toxin or a poison, and comprising chemicals (including 

tobacco and ethanol), pharmaceutical agents, vaccinations, 

and venoms. “Toxic amblyopias” are also considered to be 

bilateral conditions.384,385 All of these chronic optic neuropa-

thies are probably multifactorial in development.

Vitamin B12 deficiency and “tobacco amblyopia” may 

be mutually exclusive multipliers: is the tobacco the source 

of the optic neuropathy, or is it because tobacco abusers are 

more likely to have poorer diets and be vitamin-deficient? 

To further complicate this clinical picture, toxicity related 

to cyanide – a known by-product of tobacco combustion – is 

a known confounder for “tobacco amblyopia.”386

Within the discussion of toxic optic neuropathies, single-

factor causality remains difficult to establish and coincidence 

must be strongly considered, as in the case of retrobulbar 

optic neuritis once associated with styrene toxicity.387 This 

review uncovered no other specific chemical, nonpharma-

ceutical agents linked to UDE.

Many pharmaceutical agents have been linked to various 

optic neuropathies,388 although very few have been associated 

with UDE (Table 3). Again, systemic circulation and 

absorption of the offending agent would be expected to 

produce bilateral optic neuropathies. Indeed, this is the case 

for well-known agents of optic neuropathy such as 

ethambutol389 (although typically a retrobulbar form), 

linezolid,390 and amiodarone.391 It is interesting to point out 

that coincidence may be an important factor to consider in 

the purported association of UDE with amiodarone392 and 

even phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors,393 although these 

could be secondary immune responses, as has been 

conjectured for a case of retrobulbar optic neuritis related to 

interferon-beta administration.394

Toxic sources of acute optic neuropathies have been 

reported in regard to many different vaccinations,329,395 but 

are typically bilateral329 and overall are considered to be 

rare.396 However, a few cases of UDE related to contemporary 

vaccinations have been reported (Table 3). Again, it must be 

presumed that these few cases are the result of physiological 

variation with an ostensibly bilateral condition manifesting 

as a unilateral one.

Venomous sources of UDE have also been noted after 

both insect and snake bites, although the exact mechanism 

of this pathway is not clearly understood. Immune, toxic, 

allergic, or other pathways are possible.378 The few cases of 

disk edema related to snake bites since 1939 have been 

reported as being bilateral.397–399 This review was unable to 

find any cases of UDE related to this mechanism of injury. 

The rare cases of UDE related to Hymenoptera stings are 

reported in Table 3.

Regardless of the exogenous source of inflammation in 

the ONH, tissue swelling within the ONH results in the 

compression of the microtubules, which in turn leads to 

axoplasmic flow stasis and the visible manifestation of UDE. 

Due to limited reports associated with UDE, essentially all 

of the associations reported in Table 3 must be considered 

rare.

Mass effects
Mass effects represent the second pathophysiological 

grouping for UDE. Paraneoplastic disk edema has been used 

to describe ONH swelling related to neoplasms; however, 

cysts, hematomas, and orbital manifestations of thyroid 

disease can also create similar end effects on the optic nerves. 

Neuroimaging becomes critical in the identification and 

differential diagnosis of these various lesions.

In these cases it is quite possible that a single-cause 

hypothesis for the development of UDE is appropriate: it 

is a direct manifestation of mechanical pressure on the optic 

nerve. These direct mechanical stresses exert physical force 

on the ONH neurons, and can be the result of either com-

pressive lesions that impinge on all layers surrounding the 

axon bundles themselves (ONH anatomic integrity intact) 

or infiltrative lesions within the vascular tunics or optic 

nerve sheaths (ONH anatomic integrity compromised). 

These mechanical forces are depicted schematically in 

Figure 1. Once either process of mechanical impingement 

reaches a certain, critical stage, there is perfunctory collapse 

of the microtubules, leading to loss of normal axoplasmic 

flow and f inally to disk edema that is visible to the 

observer.

This particular mechanism is one in which a preponder-

ance of unilateral cases might be expected; however this is 

not always the case, and many bilateral cases of disk edema 

related to mass effects have been reported in the literature. 

With respect to mass lesions, anatomical location is the 

important determinant for whether the disk edema is unilat-

eral or bilateral. In all cases of mass effect, neuroimaging is 

required to aid in the differential diagnosis. Those conditions 

reported with UDE in isolation related to either compressive 

or infiltrative lesions are noted in Table 4.
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Compressive neoplastic
Many different tumors have been directly linked to the 

development of UDE. In some cases there is a visible neoplasm 

at the ONH, although in the presence of retrobulbar tumors, 

patients may present with optic disk edema in  isolation.438 

It should also be further emphasized that disk edema may not 

necessarily be a presenting finding for some tumors, such as 

melanocytoma439 or malignant melanoma.440

Metastatic tumors to the ONH account for about 5% of 

all ophthalmic metastatic lesions441 and can rarely manifest 

with UDE as the initial finding. Although isolated metastases 

to the optic nerve are considered quite rare,442 bilateral cases 

have been noted for meningioma443 and carcinomas of the 

breast,442,444 CNS,445 and lung.446 The development of UDE 

appears inconsistent with the underlying pathophysiology of 

these neoplastic conditions.

Compressive non-neoplastic
Non-neoplastic compressive sources of UDE can arise from 

various cysts, hematoma, optic nerve sheath inflammation 

(optic perineuritis), or from the effects of thyroid disease. 

While it might also be expected that UDE could occur with 

inflammatory orbital pseudotumor – and it can within a 

constellation of other ocular findings – no cases of UDE in 

isolation related to this process were retrieved.

Although once considered common, optic neuropathy 

related to orbital inflammation associated with nasal disease 

is actually “rare,”4 while that associated with sinusitis is 

considered a “diagnosis of exclusion.”447

Optic perineuritis (also described as perioptic neuritis) is 

a special case of inflammation involving only the optic nerve 

sheath.425 In instances of optic perineuritis, the optic 

neuropathy is a secondary effect in which the inflammation 

of the optic nerve sheath impinges on the optic nerve tissue 

itself. The ultimate effect on the ONH is axoplasmic flow 

stasis and is sometimes visible clinically as a disk edema. 

Optic perineuritis has been reported in the context of 

sarcoid,448 tuberculosis,449 nonspecific orbital inflammation,450 

and idiopathic settings.451

Optic nerve involvement in thyroid disease is due to 

compression of the optic nerve at the orbital apex,452,453 but 

accounts for ,5% of ophthalmic signs in thyroid eye disease, 

and is typically hidden among more salient congestive 

findings.454

While not presenting as a UDE in isolation, the disk 

edema associated with central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) 

may be compressive in origin, as hemostasis in the CRV may 

create an environment in which accumulated blood physically 

compresses axons within the optic nerve. Obviously ischemic 

factors are also likely at play. The presence of UDE has been 

shown to be of no diagnostic value in CRVO,455 but is still 

a common finding in this ophthalmic vascular disease.456

Infiltrative neoplastic
Unilateral cases of optic nerve infiltration have been reported 

with respect to retinoblastoma457–460 and choroidal 

melanoma,461 but without UDE in isolation. The most 

common infiltrative lesion of the ONH that does present as 

UDE appears to be leukemic/lymphoma inf iltration 

(references in Table 4), although there may also be instances 

of compressive leukemic lesions manifesting in the same 

manner.

Infiltrative non-neoplastic
Syphilis, sarcoidosis and granulomas related to tuberculosis 

appear to be the three main infiltrative non-neoplastic sources 

of UDE. Sarcoidosis is of special note as infiltration is just 

one of the three possible mechanisms for the development 

Table 4 Cases of unilateral disk edema resulting from mass effects

Compressive
Neoplastic
 Astrocytoma/glioma45,400,401

 Carcinoma
  Lung402

  Nasopharyngeal403

 ectopic brain tissue404

 Hamartoma
  Hemangioma405,406

  Lymphangiomas407

 Melanocytoma408

 Meningioma409–413

 Metastatic disease
  Prostate cancer414

 Pineal tumors415

 Pituitary tumors416

 Sarcoma417

Non-neoplastic
 Cysts
  Arachnoid38,418,419

  Cystercicosis420

 Hematoma421–423

 Optic perineuritis424,425

 Thyroid disease426

Infiltrative
Neoplastic
 Leukemia/lymphoma427–432

Non-neoplastic
 Syphilis (granuloma)4,433

 Sarcoidosis (granulomatous infiltration)434–436

 Tuberculosis (TB granuloma)4,437
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of disk edema (discussed previously). While granulomatous 

infiltration and pulmonary disease/hypoxia are less likely 

contributors than overt inflammation/ECF accumulation for 

UDE related to this association (and probably still with mixed 

mechanisms462), an infiltrative pathway can lead to UDE.

Disk edema from non-neoplastic infiltration of the optic 

nerves has been reported in POEMS (polyneuropathy, orga-

nomegaly, endocrinopathy, M-protein, skin changes) 

syndrome,463–466 but these were bilateral cases.

Infectious agents have also been associated with optic 

nerve infiltration: herpes viruses and CMV,104 as well as 

mycoses467,468 among others, but with variable concurrent 

monocular or binocular findings, and this review uncovered 

no such cases in which UDE in isolation was the presenting 

sign, the implication being that these are extremely rare cases, 

or – more likely – not part of the manifestations of these 

diseases.

iOP/iCP pressure gradient factors
The third and final source for axoplasmic flow stasis is based 

on biological fluid and pressure dynamics within the optic 

nerve. The pressure-gradient sources for disk edema may 

best be appreciated by schematic representation in Figure 2. 

The anatomic rigidity of Bruch’s membrane at this site and 

the anatomical continuity of optic nerve sheaths with brain 

meninges ensure that the effects of pressure changes within 

this system occur across the lamina cribrosa. As mentioned 

previously, this “choke point” is critical in its role for the 

development of disk edema.

At the lamina, normal axoplasmic flow occurs in both 

anterograde and retrograde directions against a background 

of normal ONH perfusion hemodynamic (ie, ONH perfusion 

pressure = arterial blood pressure – IOP469). Although typically 

in a steady-state system, the pressure gradient across the 

lamina cribrosa represents the fulcrum of pressure gradient 

changes between the eye and brain.37,470 The average normal 

IOP for humans is 16 mmHg471 and normal resting ICP 

is ,15 mmHg;472 thus, on average there is a slight pressure 

gradient in an anterograde direction along the optic nerve.

Blood flow to the optic disk – and by consequence ONH 

perfusion pressure – has been noted to be compromised at 

IOP levels of 40–50 mmHg,473,474 but has been reported as 

occurring at IOPs as low as 25 mmHg475 in simian models. 

Also in these study eyes, axoplasmic stasis has been noted 

in environments of both increased and decreased IOP.476,477

What can disrupt the normal IOP/ICP gradient and com-

promise axoplasmic flow? Marked elevations or depressions 

in pressure on either side of this anatomical landmark can 

alter the pressure balance, thus creating axoplasmic flow 

stasis, eventually leading to the development of disk edema.8 

Theoretically the IOP/ICP gradient could be affected by 

substantial elevations in either ICP or IOP. Possibly even 

large relative changes (ie, low–normal IOP in conjunction 

with high–normal ICP) could alter this balance enough to 

create an environment conducive to the development of disk 

edema.7 This presumably occurs in predisposed nerves and 

may be influenced by multipliers as well.

elevated iCP
As is well known, the relationship of bilateral disk edema 

with raised ICP (ie, papilledema) has long been recognized, 

with ICPs . 15 mmHg also being associated with disk 

 edema.478 Radiological studies of papilledema have suggested 

that it is the mechanical pressure on the ONH that leads to 

decreased perfusion, ischemia, axoplasmic flow stasis and, 

ultimately, neuronal atrophy.479

Underlying conditions resulting in increased ICP include 

intracranial masses, cerebral edema, increased cerebrospinal 

fluid production, decreased cerebrospinal fluid absorption, 

obstructive hydrocephalus, increased cerebral blood volume, 

venous outflow obstructions, craniosynostosis, and pseudo-

tumor cerebri.102 The effects of trauma on the development 

of papilledema may also be multifactorial.480 Iron-deficiency 

anemia has been associated with elevated ICP481 and a con-

tributor to the lowered O
2
-carrying capacity of the blood as 

previously mentioned.

The atypical finding of UDE related to ICP has been 

extensively reported in the literature8,34–45,49,482–486 but remains 

an atypical presentation.

IOP ICP

Eye

Optic nerve

Brain

Scleral

Dura
Pia

CSF

Flow

axoplasmic

CBF

Lamina cribrosa

Figure 2 Pressure gradient across the lamina cribrosa. 
Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; ICP, intracranial pressure; IOP, intraocular 
pressure.
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Decreased iCP
Normal resting ICP for upright body positions is ,10 mmHg487 

and ,15 mmHg for supine positions.488 As a result, 

depressions in ICP would not be expected to manifest 

themselves clinically because, if pathological in nature, then 

the edema resulting from impaired retrograde axoplasmic 

flow would be expected to manifest itself farther from the 

globe (posterior in the nerve) and would not be visualized 

ophthalmoscopically. This does pose a possible mechanism 

for acute retrobulbar or “posterior” optic neuropathies, 

however, especially for bilateral cases.

To date, there have been no reported cases of low/zero 

ICP with respect to disk edema as might be expected with 

open head wounds or the after effects of surgical procedures. 

Again, for all cases of ICP-related disk edema, it would be 

expected that the optic neuropathies would be bilateral – 

UDE related to ICP would occur only in rare anatomical 

circumstances.

elevated iOP
While increased IOP has not been directly associated with 

the development of UDE (and specifically dismissed for 

AION489), elevated IOP is the corollary to decreased ICP 

with respect to the IOP/ICP pressure gradient. IOPs in the 

30–60 mmHg range have been noted to block retrograde 

axoplasmic transport490 and IOP at the 45–55 mmHg level 

can impede autoregulation of blood flow at the ONH,491 thus 

creating the potential for a mechanical multiplier of ischemic 

sequelae.

As the development of perioperative UDE is not 

uncommon, a link to IOP elevations should be considered. 

Surgery with patients lying in the prone position has the 

potential to raise IOP263 and this circumstance may be 

associated with decreased ocular perfusion.492 Direct pressure 

on the periorbita can artificially raise IOP.493 Although 

20 mmHg elevations in IOPs have been noted in cases of 

gravity inversion494 and in players of high-resistance wind 

instruments,495 UDE cases have not been reported in these 

unusual circumstances, again suggesting that genetic 

susceptibility may play an important role for those patients 

who do develop disk edema related to IOP increases.

Elevations in IOP, however, have limits in the pathogenesis 

of acute optic neuropathies. Excessive ocular hypertension 

can cause a different ophthalmic problem: central retinal 

artery occlusion due to the collapse of the central retinal 

artery.496 Elevations of 40 mmHg in simian models497 or an 

absolute IOP of 50 mmHg in a human498 have been associated 

with CRAO. Both of these numbers fall within the range 

noted above for dysregulation of axoplasmic flow, so central 

retinal artery collapse could be a confounder if assigning the 

development of disk edema directly to factors of IOP.

UDE following both intracapsular499 and extracapsular500 

procedures with postoperative IOP elevations have been 

associated with AION. Of special note is the case of NAION 

following cataract surgery. Disk edema following 

extracapsular cataract extraction without postoperative IOP 

elevation has been noted,501 and this occurrence seems 

unrelated to periocular injection.502 This casual relationship 

of NAION to postoperative status following cataract surgery 

remains unresolved,503 with reports both favoring504 and 

disfavoring505 the link. The hemodynamic milieu during 

surgeries – both ophthalmic and non-ophthalmic – certainly 

merits further study with the intent of discovering previously 

unknown UDE multipliers.

UDE has been associated with other conditions presenting 

with IOP elevations: Posner-Schlossman syndrome with 

IOPs in the 50–60 mmHg range,506,507 anterior uveitis (IOP 

unspecif ied),508 and angle-closure with IOPs in the 

40–50 mmHg range.509–511 However, it should be remembered 

that these are not cases of UDE in isolation and carry different 

differential diagnoses. Other conditions associated with 

increases in IOP – ocular trauma/hyphema, pseudoexfoliation, 

pigmentary dispersion – have not been reported with respect 

to UDE to date.

Also, any procedure iatrogenically elevating IOP can be 

associated with the development of disk edema. The 

10 seconds required for LASIK procedures may elevate IOP 

to the 80 mmHg512 or even 150 mmHg513 level. And in fact, 

post-LASIK AION has been documented.514

All subjects undergoing intraocular surgery necessarily 

have hypotony and an IOP of essentially zero with an IOP/

ICP pressure gradient that may favor ICP; however, very 

few of these patients develop optic disk edema. The important 

factor may be “predisposed” individuals: not all patients who 

undergo IOP elevations automatically develop UDE. The 

converse is also true, not all patients with UDE are found to 

have elevated IOP.

Decreased iOP
Reversal of the IOP/ICP gradient would be expected with 

significant decreases in IOP, especially in the presence of an 

open globe – either traumatic or surgical. Indeed, hypotony 

has been linked to the development of disk edema in cases 

of spontaneous scleral rupture,515 and postsurgical 

settings.516,517 Disk edema in hypotony has also been reported 

in closed globe settings: post-traumatic cyclodialysis518–520 
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and uveitis.521 Again, it should be noted that none of the above 

cases presented as UDE in isolation as all of these cases were 

noted to have at least choroidal folds as a result of the 

hypotony.

Hypotony has been associated with profound changes 

in the osmotic hematological state in monkeys,186 but it is 

unclear if this has any bearing on the development of UDE 

in humans. Ultimately, specific levels of hypotony have 

not been reported, but would be expected to become clini-

cally significant at IOPs of ,5 mmHg.522 To date, no 

cases of UDE in isolation related to hypotony have been 

reported.

In sum, with regard to the IOP/ICP pressure gradient 

across the lamina cribrosa, it would appear that only elevated 

IOP or elevated ICP are related to UDE.

Summary of associations
The complex topic of disk edema is fraught with the perils 

of theoretical association versus biological causation. 

It seems likely that there are mixed mechanisms involved 

with multiplying factors, which intersect in predisposed 

individuals to create the clinical picture of disk edema. As a 

prime example, consider the report of a case that involved 

two separate ophthalmic presentations.523 The second event 

involved UDE in isolation. Given this patient’s lung 

carcinoma and “paraneoplastic optic neuritis,” it is 

conceivable that his disk edema was the result of combined 

inf iltrative (secondary to lymphocytes), compressive 

(secondary to optic perineuritis), and inflammatory 

(secondary to demyelinating processes) mechanisms. It 

seems illogical that the development of disk edema in such 

a case would be due to a single factor. As in other sciences, 

biological evidence for causality should be equally 

compelling.

It may also be pointed out that this pathophysiological 

framework can be applied to bilateral disk edema cases 

(beyond the scope of this paper), although the work-up for 

those cases correspondingly varies.

Medical associations and clinical 
differentiation
Consideration of associations
Much effort has been made to characterize the most common 

of the three presentations of disk edema – AION, optic neu-

ritis, and papilledema – based on clinical features during the 

acute phase and found in both the neurological and ophthal-

mologic literature.103,524–526 Their clinical characteristics are 

summarized in Table 5. While differentiation has been sug-

gested to be somewhat more characteristic during the 

chronic phase,527 there remain times when the acute clinical 

Table 5 Clinical characteristics of anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (AiON), optic neuritis, and papilledema

AION Optic neuritis Papilledema

Age of patient (years) .50 20–40 Any depending on underlying 
cause

Gender of patient M = F F . M Variable, depending on  
underlying cause

Symptoms
Visual chronicity Acute Acute Subtle, non-acute
Deficits Variable VA/VF Often marked decrease Often none
Other None None Amaurosisfugax ±

diplopia
Systemic Arteritic – various 

Non-arteritic – none
Pain on eOM excursions  
Possible neuromuscular symptoms

Headache, nausea, 
other focal neurological signs

Acuity Variable Usually diminished Usually normal
FA characteristics Arteritic – non-filling of choroid  

Delayed pre-laminar filling
No delays noted

Laterality Unilateral Unilateral Bilateral
Optic disk edema Often associated with hemorrhages  

“Chalky” appearance in artertic forms
Anterior:  
rarely associated with hemorrhages  
Retrobulbar: none

Variable association  
with hemorrhages

Other Disk at risk in fellow eye
SVP present in fellow eye? Yes Yes No
Visual field Variable Variable Minimal
Prognosis Poor Good Good
Time to signs (of disk edema) 2–3 months 2–4 weeks Variable

Abbreviations: EOM, extraocular muscle; FA, fluorescein angiography; SVP, spontaneous venous pulsation; VA, visual acuity; VF, visual field.
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presentation is ambiguous.381,528–530 Determining an underlying 

association is equally indistinct.531

While the disk edema itself is a self-limiting process, the 

clinical relevance is this: can a UDE be the presenting sign 

of a systemic disease? The answer is “yes,” some cases of 

UDE are, therefore, clinically significant. UDE described as 

“optic neuritis” is often an indicator of impending multiple 

sclerosis and other morbidity associated with that disease; 

and UDE associated with arteritic anterior ischemic optic 

neuropathy (A-AION) in GCA is one of the very few, true 

ocular emergencies that carries with it a risk of mortality. 

The clinical importance of disk edema is in the determination 

of important, underlying associations.

Regardless, it is important to remember the basic, 

pathophysiological concept of disk edema: namely that, 

when considering the differential diagnosis of optic disk 

edema, the provider must keep in mind that this is not a 

consideration of its “etiology.” The etiology of disk edema 

is known – it is due to axoplasmic flow stasis. Again, UDE 

is a nonspecific response to one of three antecedent sources 

that interrupt normal axoplasmic flow: inflammation, mass 

effects, or changes in the pressure gradient across the 

lamina cribrosa. Nor is the disk edema the result of “many” 

pathological processes. Bearing this in mind, the 

“differential diagnosis” of disk edema is most accurately 

understood to be a consideration of the associations with 

this ocular finding. Finally, it should always be borne in 

mind that other reported associations of UDE that occur 

so infrequently as to be singular events may be merely 

coincidental.

In general, self-reported ocular symptoms would be 

expected in cases of acute optic neuropathies: visual blur, 

visual field changes/scotomata, amaurosis fugax (indicative 

of transient ischemia of the ONH532), or pain on eye 

movements,54 although asymptomatic cases of UDE are well 

documented.462,533–535 Regarding visual symptoms, only pain 

on eye movement would seem to be a useful clinical indicator 

as to the underlying association as .90% of “optic neuritis” 

patients report this at the initial presentation.54 Otherwise 

utilization of patient symptoms seems not to be a reliable 

indicator of disk edema association.

Optic disk edema that is not isolated in presentation is 

observed with many ocular conditions. The first step in the 

evaluation of any disk edema is to rule out concurrent 

ophthalmic findings in both the ipsilateral and contralateral 

eyes. Many case reports were not considered in this review 

because of the relative rarity of discovering isolated UDE 

occurring without other ocular findings in either eye. 

This would seem to indicate that a UDE in isolation goes a 

long way in the differential diagnosis of associated conditions. 

Findings such as chorioretinal scars (suggestive of prior 

infectious processes536) or optic atrophy (suggestive of Foster-

Kennedy syndrome: ipsilateral optic atrophy and contralateral 

disk edema4) in the fellow eye assist greatly in the assignment 

of clinical risk for the current disk edema in the eye of 

regard.

In addition to other conditions mentioned above (such as 

angle-closure, CRAO, CRVO, hypotony, ODEMS, uveitis), 

many ophthalmic conditions present with disk edema as 

merely one part of a constellation of findings. Choroidal 

neovascularization,537 diffuse unilateral subacute neuroretinitis 

(DUSN),538–540 various forms of neuroretinitis,541–543 optic 

nerve avulsion,544–546 orbital  pseudotumors, 547,548 

papillophlebitis (“big blind spot syndrome”),549,550 and the 

“white spot syndromes” of the retina551,552 may present with 

a disk edema, but it is not an isolated ocular sign. Differential 

diagnosis of these conditions involves accurate history taking 

and consideration of concurrent ocular findings.

Once apparent isolated UDE has been confirmed, the 

second step in the differential diagnosis is to rule out those 

clinical entities that masquerade as disk edema, especially 

when the disk edema appears to be an incidental finding in 

an asymptomatic adult patient or in children. Often, the lack 

of accompanying acute signs (especially a relative afferent 

pupillary defect for unilateral cases) and patient symptoms 

can be used to help separate the physiological from the 

pathological.553 Pseudopapilledema is the term given to 

any ONH presentation that can be mistaken for true disk 

edema;554 although due to the confusion surrounding termi-

nology for this clinical topic, it might prevent misunderstand-

ings to instead refer to these presentations as “disk edema 

masqueraders.”

The most common source of disk edema masqueraders 

– approximately two-thirds of cases – is optic disk drusen,554 

but several other congenital anomalies have been associated 

with confounding disk appearances: tilted ONH insertions, 

anatomical variations (small scleral canal, small optic cup, 

anomalous ONH appearance), congenitally “full” or “crowded” 

ONHs with normal but elevated disk tissue (“crowded” axons 

become “heaped up” as they enter the lamina and exit the 

eye), embryonic remnants (glial tissue, hyaloid remnants, 

unregressed myelination), and local gliosis.553,554,556 In these 

cases, both disk margins and cupping can appear indistinct 

and give the impression of an edematous ONH.

Optic disk findings in these cases are typically not 

accompanied by other intraocular findings (such as venous 
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congestion, hemorrhages, retinal edema). Direct ocular 

examination (to determine characteristic features of optic 

disk drusen versus pathological findings associated with disk 

edema) and B-scan ultrasonography are the most sensitive 

clinical indicators for ruling out masqueraders of pathological 

disk edema.104,557 Initial B-scan is a crucial, initial test in cases 

of questionable disk edema in order to preclude further 

expensive ancillary testing in the presence of disk 

drusen.558

It is of clinical interest to note that the presence of disk 

drusen is not “protective” against the development of disk 

edema. In fact drusen are believed to form via alterations in 

axoplasmic transport,559,560 can show progression,561,562 and 

have been reported in conjunction with disk edema.563–566

Once isolated UDE with no other concurrent ocular 

findings has been confirmed, then the third step in the 

determination of clinical relevance is to consider the age of 

the patient. Since various associations for disk edema cannot 

always be differentially diagnosed by clinical findings (such 

as visual acuity [VA] involvement, ONH appearance, visual 

f ield [VF] defects, presence of disk hemorrhages, or 

spontaneous venous pulsations) or pathologically (identical 

pathological process for all manifestations) – especially in 

the early stages304,425,567 – a new decision tree would seem to 

be in order to facilitate this process. During the research for 

this paper, the author was unable to discover any previously 

published UDE flowcharts, decision trees, or discussions 

similar to that for stepwise evaluation of bilateral disk edema21 

via consulted references, PubMed or even through unrefereed 

internet resources. Finally, the importance of the patient 

history in these cases should be re-emphasized as it may elicit 

unusual facts to sort through UDE associations, especially 

for unusual cases with rare associations: factors such as a 

family history of LHON, recent head/neck radiation treatment, 

possible toxic exposures, recent surgeries, and so on.

Following the clinical dictum that “common things 

happen commonly” (and its literary corollary: common 

things are reported commonly), the two most common 

terminologies for acute unilateral optic neuropathy (AION 

and optic neuritis) were reviewed and found to reveal age-

specific incidences. In fine, there are just a handful of 

“common” acute unilateral optic neuropathies, and 

the frequency of other pathological associations drops off 

rapidly – sometimes to a single, isolated case.

A look at incidences for these two conditions gives an idea 

of just how “common” they really are. The annual incidence 

of non-arteritic AION is noted to be between about one and 

ten cases per 100,000 per year in patients older than 

50 years.568–570 The average age for AION is reported to be in 

the 60- to 70-year age range.277,568,571 “Optic neuritis” is stated 

to have an annual incidence between about one and five cases 

per 100,000 per annum,570,572–575 with an average of onset of 

30–32 years of age.54,573,575 Incidences for other forms of UDE 

have not been reported to date. Based on these available find-

ings, it appears that UDE in general occurs more frequently 

with age – especially since the epidemiology of “optic neuritis” 

includes retrobulbar forms of optic neuropathy.

Again, it should be pointed out that nearly all cases of 

papilledema involve bilateral disk edema. Thus unilateral 

papilledema in any age group is quite unusual. In the rare 

cases of UDE related to increased intracranial pressure, those 

patients could be differentiated by concurrent systemic 

symptoms: headache, nausea, vomiting, diplopia, ataxia, 

altered consciousness, among others.

Clinical differentiation for UDe
Using incidences for the most common presentations of disk 

edema as a starting point, an age-matched flowchart for 

clinical application can be developed (Figure 3). Common 

presentations of UDE can largely be separated into three age 

groupings: ,20 years, 20–40 and .40 years. Obviously, 

patients with ages near these arbitrary cut-offs may share 

characteristics with both groups. It should be emphasized 

that inflammation is the most common underlying pathophys-

iology for UDE in all age groups (albeit with different 

mechanisms) and that UDE related to mass effects or pressure 

gradient changes are much less common.

In the youngest group, disk edema is most often 

bilateral,576–578 with about one-third of children presenting 

with UDE.576,577,579 In young patients the most common 

association is an antecedent viral syndrome,577,579 accounting 

for approximately two-thirds of cases.580 The next most 

common association for UDE in this age group is 

demyelinating disease (specifically, multiple sclerosis), 

representing about one-quarter of cases.577,579 Ischemic 

sources of acute optic neuropathy are considered rare in this 

age group.580,581 Percentages for associations are summarized 

in Figure 3. Thus, UDE in isolation in this age group should 

be considered an infectious – and most likely viral – event 

until proved otherwise.

For the 20- to 40-year age group, UDE is more common 

than bilateral involvement. In contrast to the younger age 

group, approximately two-thirds of disk edema cases found 

in patients of these ages are in one eye.582

Disk edema associated with demyelination and multiple 

sclerosis is the most important and common association for 
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this cluster of patients.583 Average age in the Optic Neuritis 

Treatment Trial (ONTT) was 31 years, and three-quarters of 

participants were female.54 Apparently because disk edema 

in this age group has been so widely associated with multiple 

sclerosis, there have been no systematic studies of disk edema 

in relation to frequency of other underlying associations in 

adults. Thus, at this point in time, it is not possible to conclude 

that X% of patients in this age group have disk edema related 

to multiple sclerosis, whereas Y% of these patients have disk 

edema related to ischemic events – similar to the percentages 

derived for the younger age group.

Of other associations with disk edema in this age group, 

AION is the most studied241,242 with a clinical profile similar 

to that of AION in older patients.584 It may be inferred then 

1)  Rule out other ocular findings in both eyes.

2)  Rule out masqueraders via patient symptoms and/or B-scan

3)  Consider the age of the patient.

Age

Descending

frequency

of

associations

Workup/
ancilary
testing

<20

1.  Infectious (viral) 66%

2.  Demyelinating (MS) 25%

3.  Miscellaneous <10%

1st Tier - At the initial evaluation

2nd Tier - With immediate recurrence or no resolution after 2 months

Query symptoms:

No recent/current illness?

No neuro/systemic sx

Observation

or

No reported sx No reported sx

+neuro/systemic sx Pain on eye movements

(r/o meningitis encephalitis) Other neurologic sx

All patients >60 years  of age;

Pediatrician or ESR/CBC/CRP

Neurology

Basic lab work Basic lab work

Basic lab work MRI

MRI

MRI

1.  Demyelinating (MS)

2.  Hypoperfusion (AION)

3.  Miscellaneous

1.  Hypoperfusion (AION)

2.  Hemodynamic inflammatory

3.  Miscellaneous

Viral event

until proved

otherwise

MS-related event

until proved

otherwise

AION until

proved otherwise

20–40

Isolated unilateral disk edema

>40

Figure 3 Age-stratified flowchart for isolated unilateral disk edema.
Abbreviations: AION, anterior ischemic optic neuropathy; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MS, multiple sclerosis; sx, symptoms; ESR/CBC/CRP, erythrocyte sedimentation 
rate/complete blood count/C-reactive protein.
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that vascular hypoperfusion (historically described as 

“ischemic”) is probably the second most common source of 

UDE in this cohort. Other sources of disk edema in this age 

group – infectious, infiltrative, inflammatory320 – are 

considered rare.585 ODV302 and ODEMS300 are rarer 

associations of disk edema in this younger age group of adults, 

as is LHON, which is more common in young males.586

Qualitatively then, it may be concluded that disk edema 

in this age group is a demyelinating, multiple sclerosis-related 

event until disproved. Hemodynamic, hypoperfusion events 

(ie, AION) probably account for the second – albeit distant – 

most common association in this age group, followed by a 

miscellaneous collection of rarer associations. These are 

outlined in Figure 3.

Hemodynamic, hypoperfusion UDE predominates past 

the age of 40 years in the form of AION. Like the 20- to 

40-year age range, disk edema in this age group is also 

unilateral about two-thirds of the time.587 Series reports place 

the average for non-arteritic AION in the 55- to 67-year age 

range,277,588–593 although with standard deviations up to 

13 years.591 Average age in the Ischemic Optic Neuropathy 

Decompression Trial was 66 years, but patients younger than 

50 years were specifically excluded from this clinical 

study.247

Arteritic AION typically affects slightly older patients. The 

average age for arteritic forms of AION have been reported to 

be in the 74- to 78-year age range236,247,592,594,595 with arteritic 

AION being identified in patients as young as 57594 or 

60 years.236

AION is noted to be the most common acute optic 

neuropathy in older adults.568 Differentiation between 

“ischemic” and “inflammatory” forms of UDE cannot be 

made solely on clinical grounds, and it has been suggested 

that “inflammatory” forms may account for about 45% of 

UDE cases in this age group.587 However, secondary causes 

of UDE in this age group are widely variable and have not 

been systematically studied to date.

Associations with systemic vascular diseases seem to be 

more common than cerebrovascular ones in acute optic 

neuropathies in the 55- to 65-year age group596 and rare 

associations such as optic perineuritis may also be found in 

patients of this age.425 The primary concern for disk edema 

in anyone older than 60 years is its relationship to GCA, as 

up to 20% of GCA patients manifesting UDE have no 

associated systemic symptoms of the disease.594

Again using qualitative assessment in the absence of 

concrete data, it may be suggested that disk edema in patients 

over the age of 40 years is a vascular, hemodynamic, 

hypoperfusion event until proved otherwise. Other 

hemodynamic inflammatory sources are possibly the second 

most common association (although probably also a distant 

second), and include GCA, which must be ruled out for all 

patients over the age of 60 years. Miscellaneous associations 

would be grouped together into a final, smaller category. 

These proposed rankings are also summarized in Figure 3.

It will take rigorous, large-scale studies of consecutive 

UDE cases to further systematically differentiate clinical 

signs, standardize assignment of medical associations, and 

organize treatment protocols. However, based on existing, 

limited data currently available on frequencies of the most 

common associations with UDE, it becomes apparent that 

infectious associations are most common under the age of 

20 years, demyelinating ones between the ages of 20 and 

40 years, and vascular hypoperfusion associations predominate 

above the age of 40 years. For each age group it would seem 

prudent to consider a UDE to be related to the corresponding, 

most-prevalent association until disproved. This knowledge 

can be used as a clinical basis for assignment of clinical risk 

of the UDE and serves as a point of departure in the 

discussion on discreet ordering of ancillary testing.

The role of technology in associations  
of UDe
Many tests and other technologies have been used through 

the years to help differentiate associations of UDE. 

Unfortunately, there is no single, definitive modality that is 

currently used in acute optic neuropathies and large-scale 

studies in this domain to determine “gold standards” are 

lacking.

Alterations in color vision are almost universally 

associated with acute optic neuropathies;597–600 however use 

of this test to differentiate demyelinating from other forms 

has not been shown to be useful.601–603 The main usefulness 

of color vision testing may be when trying to determine the 

subtle presence of a previous optic neuropathy.104,603

Likewise, perimetry is useful to plot out the extent of 

initial visual field losses and possible recovery over time, 

but specific visual field defects are not pathognomonic for 

any single presentation.54,582,587 Occasionally altitudinal 

defects (those respecting the horizontal meridian) are helpful 

in the identif ication of hypoperfusion associations 

(ie, AION).

B-scan ultrasonography is utilized to differentiate disk 

drusen from disk edema,605–610 and has also been suggested 

to be useful in the determination of optic neuritis versus 

AION.527 While its use is not quite as widespread, A-scan 
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echography has been proposed to help in the differentiation 

between acute optic neuropathies as well.605,606,611

Fluorescein angiography (FA) has been applied in UDE 

in order to help identify associations of disk edema.612 FA 

appears to be most useful in cases of anterior ischemic optic 

neuropathy613 due to the filling delays noted for the choroid 

observed in arteritic forms,614 or the ONH in non-arteritic 

forms.615 Indocyanine green angiography has not been shown 

to be a better diagnostic instrument than standard FA.614

Other technologies used to assist in ONH evaluation for 

UDE have included orbital Doppler sonography,616 scanning 

laser ophthalmoscope,617 optical coherence tomography,589,618 

scanning laser polarimetry,619 pattern electroretinogram,620 

visual evoked potentials,600,621 neural network analysis,529 and 

fractal analysis.622 In general, however, more critical 

evaluation will be required to evaluate the benefits of these 

technologies for acute optic neuropathies.623 Scanning laser 

polarimetry may be of special note as retinal nerve fiber layer 

birefringence is thought to give a direct measure of 

microtubule integrity.624

The utility of immediate neuroimaging for isolated UDE 

is not established. While magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

is generally considered the radiological modality of choice for 

cortical pathological processes,625–627 imaging for orbital events 

is not as clear cut. Computerized tomography (CT) may be the 

screening examination of choice to rule out orbital disease,628 

although MR scans may be better in cases of optic nerve 

pathology.629 Orbital neuroimaging (either CT or MRI) can be 

used in the case of suspected mass effects to rule out various 

space-occupying lesions,630–634 although for some presenta-

tions definitive diagnosis may still require tissue biopsy.635

CT and MRI have been studied specifically for optic 

neuropathies,70,636–638 MRI perhaps being the imaging of 

choice, except in the instance of calcific lesions.639 MRI has 

been extensively studied in “optic neuritis,”324 the ONTT 

representing an approximate midway point between studies 

focusing on predictive value for cortical plaques associated 

with the development of MS640–643 and studies using MRI 

results in terms of visual prognosis and recurrence.577,644–648 

MRI has also been used to help differentiate optic perineuritis 

from other forms of optic nerve swelling.649 Three-dimensional 

neuroimaging may yet to prove to be the most useful neu-

roimaging modality.650

Two final clinical caveats on neuroimaging: (1) the 

diagnostic value of MRI in cases of suspected “optic neuritis” 

in patients fitting the correct demographics and clinical 

presentation has not been demonstrated,651,652 although these 

scans continue to be ordered. This practice should be 

reconsidered. (2) Perhaps neuroimaging would be most 

useful not as an ancillary test to an initial clinical evaluation 

but for those cases in which persistence of the UDE is 

documented (to be discussed further).

In general, B-scan would be the procedure of choice in 

ruling out masqueraders (ie, optic disk drusen) and MRI for 

use in suspected orbital lesions or with persistent disk edema. 

Although commonly used, clinical usefulness of FA remains 

to be demonstrated. Again, large-scale clinical trials of 

consecutive UDE cases are required to help answer these 

important questions.

Other issues surrounding UDE
The “disk at risk”
The majority of multipliers (“risk factors”) associated with 

UDE are those systemic factors related to AION and which 

were reviewed in the classification framework proposed 

above. The sole ocular risk factor for the development of 

AION is the optic disk at risk, a phrase that first appeared in 

1993.653 That AION was more frequently noted in patients 

with fellow eyes having small cup-to-disk (c/d) ratios has 

been conjectured to be related to anatomic crowding at the 

ONH.654–657 Interestingly enough, up to 70% of the population 

manifested a c/d ratio of 0.3 or less,658 so genetic predisposition 

must be an important consideration for the development 

of UDE.

The disk at risk is a physiological configuration of the 

ONH that consists of a small c/d ratio or no cupping at all. 

With little or no cupping present, as disk edema develops 

swollen axons of the ONH are confined to the anatomic 

restrictions placed on them by the small optic cup. As axonal 

edema increases, cupping disappears with no more anatomical 

space in which the edematous axons can swell – and 

continued fluid accumulation mechanically collapses 

microtubules – then axoplasmic flow is stifled. However, 

when cupping is more pronounced, expansion of swollen 

axons within the potential space present noted for a large c/d 

ratio is not restricted, and mechanical compression on the 

axons – and, therefore, disruption of axoplasmic flow – is 

avoided.76 In essence, UDE could – and surely does – occur 

in an ONH with a 0.7 c/d ratio, but without resultant 

morbidity. This anatomical conf iguration would not 

necessarily be immune from the possibility of posterior 

ciliary artery infarction (the etiology of AION); however, 

because ONH axons found in this arrangement could expand 

and then recover without significant disruption of axoplasmic 

flow, the effects of this process would remain subclinical and 

unnoticed by patients.
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The relationship to overall ONH size is probably more 

related to general physiological findings: smaller disks (and 

therefore smaller scleral tunnels) have smaller c/d ratios. 

However it is the ratio of ONH cupping to the disk diameter 

and the potential space in which edematous axons can expand 

that is the key factor. This anatomical concept should also 

apply to other presentations of UDE (ie, disk swelling should 

be more common in “optic neuritis” or “papilledema” patients 

with small c/d ratios); however the disk at risk has not been 

reported in other associations for UDE.

is there such a thing as an “idiopathic” 
unilateral disk edema?
If all disk edema is the result of axoplasmic flow stasis, then 

probably no disk edema case can truly be called idiopathic – by 

definition a disease of unknown cause.659 This descriptor seems 

unlikely in the sense that it is applied to idiopathic intracranial 

hypertension, where the cause of the hypertension remains 

ambiguous. In cases of UDE the etiology (cause – axoplasmic 

stasis) and pathophysiology (cellular-level events – microtubule 

dysfunction) are essentially known; however it is the 

pathogenesis (trigger) that eludes understanding. Perhaps this 

official-sounding synonym for “I am uncertain of the cause” 

should be avoided with this nomenclature.

Fortunately, the use of the term idiopathic in acute optic 

neuropathies has been quite limited. A review of the literature 

uncovered only two references to “idiopathic optic neuritis”528,660 

and one to “idiopathic unilateral disc edema.”550

Thus, it is the associations with UDE which often remain 

difficult to discern and undetermined. The current lack of 

rigorous clinical studies investigating a standardized work-up 

for these patients prevents more accurate assignment of 

associations. Again, it may be conjectured that once disease 

determination reaches the individual pathophenotype level 

that accurate assessment of clinical associations for UDE 

may be made.117

“Treatment”
Ideally, any treatment should directly target the pathophysi-

ological mechanism underlying the disease process, halt it, 

effect a cure that restores normal physiological functioning 

without untoward side effects to the patients, and prevent 

recurrence. No specific treatment is currently available for 

optic disk edema (ie, that directly restores normal axoplasmic 

flow). Reduction of intracranial pressure has the secondary 

effect of removing the pressure gradient limiting axoplasmic 

transport and reversing papilledema. Corticosteroid treatment 

is effective in restoring physiologic optic nerve integrity in 

autoimmune-related acute optic neuropathy291 by removing 

the effect (secondary inflammation), but not the cause 

 (primary insult).

“Ischemic” forms of disk edema remain untreatable.248,251,661 

Although steroids will hasten resolution of the disk edema 

in ischemic forms of UDE, there is no restoration of visual 

function if lost.662

No large-scale randomized controlled clinical trials have 

specifically addressed treatment for UDE to date. The ONTT 

exclusively addressed “optic neuritis,” but this study also 

included retrobulbar forms.324 In general, “optic neuritis” 

cases tend to resolve spontaneously663 or show minimal 

improvement despite treatment with corticosteroids.324,583,664 

Since these forms do not respond to this treatment, it seems 

reasonable to suppose that they have little or no inflammatory 

component and that the disk edema is mediated by other 

processes.

Although treatment of disk edema lags behind diagnostic 

capability, subsequent medical work-up of patients who are 

found to have UDE is often indicated. This is done in order 

to determine possible systemic associations – many of which 

require medical treatment587 – and should be tailored to the 

individual cases. So in essence, current “treatment” in UDE 

is conf ined mainly to identif ication of associated 

conditions.

It should be pointed out that medical treatment of UDE 

associations has not always prevented recurrences for either 

“optic neuritis”325 or “AION.”665 These empirical findings 

again demonstrate the challenges of assigning causality for 

disk edema.

Surgical options are really effective only for space- 

occupying lesions.666 Unfortunately, optic nerve defenestration 

was shown to be not only ineffective for ischemic forms of 

optic nerve swelling, but was actually detrimental to the 

outcome of the disease in the Ischemic Optic Nerve 

 Decompression Trial.240,667

While aspirin was once felt to help reduce the risk of AION 

development in the fellow eye,668 subsequent studies have not 

confirmed this finding.669 Other reported therapies which require 

more study include: hyperbaric oxygen therapy,670 intravitreal 

bevacizumab (Avastin®),671 intravitreal triamcinolone,672,673 and 

oral antihypertensive medications.674

In sum, disk edema itself remains untreatable. Steroids 

have not been demonstrated to be useful in restoring 

functional vision via widespread clinical trials, and anecdotal 

reports of improvements may be confounded by spontaneous 

recovery. No other medications are currently known to alter 

the course of UDE. Viable surgical options exist only for 
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UDE related to mass effects. Lowering ICP is the only 

alteration in the IOP/ICP pressure gradient which can reduce 

papilledema, but this has been observed only as a secondary 

effect and not a primary intervention.

Management
Ancillary testing
Management of patients with UDE involves the determination 

of whether undiagnosed, systemic associations are present 

which may have exacerbated the development of the optic 

neuropathy. It would appear that such testing can be 

performed over a 2-month period in order to help prevent 

unnecessary testing. As with any ambiguous clinical 

presentation, ancillary testing must be judiciously ordered 

according to the individual presentation and “shotgun 

approaches” avoided.675,676

A two-tiered system of ancillary testing may be useful in 

managing UDE cases: a first group of tests to be weighed at 

the initial presentation, and a second group of tests to be 

considered with persistent disk edema. As most UDE resolves 

within 2 months, regardless of association,47,300,662 the second 

group of tests might be considered, as beyond this time frame 

the UDE would be considered “persistent.” This appears to 

be a reasonable time interval given the slowly progressive 

nature of orbital mass lesions104 and occasional vagueness of 

initial findings.677

For patients younger than 20 years, UDE in isolation 

should be considered a viral event until proved otherwise. 

In a young patient who presents with a recent history of URI 

and is found to have an isolated UDE but no other neurological 

symptoms, observation may be the most prudent course of 

action as the vast majority of these cases are viral syndromes 

and spontaneously resolve without remark. However, 

concurrent systemic symptoms could suggest meningitis or 

encephalitis, and would indicate pediatric referral. For cases 

of immediate recurrence or non-resolution of UDE after a 

2-month time frame, MRI would be indicated to reveal effects 

of mass lesions or rare possibility of childhood multiple 

sclerosis. Basic lab work might also be considered at 

that time.

In the 20- to 40-year-old patient, UDE in isolation should 

be considered a multiple sclerosis-related event until 

disproved. No immediate ancillary testing is indicated if the 

patient reports pain on eye movements. The presence of this 

pain is nearly pathognomonic for “optic neuritis” and non-

emergent referral to neurology is indicated (with MRI ordered 

only for cases where neurology service requires scanning 

prior to initial evaluation). In the absence of pain, perimetry 

could then be of use. If an altitudinal defect is demonstrated, 

then an ischemic process becomes more likely; however, the 

absence of an altitudinal defect does not rule out an ischemic 

event and basic blood panels would be considered in either 

case. As for the younger adult group, neuroimaging for 

isolated UDE would be most prudently reserved for persistent 

cases of disk edema. Although MRI is indicated regarding 

prognosis for development of MS – the realm of neurology – 

it is not useful for ruling out non-MS related ophthalmic 

entities652 at an initial visit. LHON, ODEMS, ODV, and 

space-occupying lesions would be associations considered 

much less frequently for this age group.

In patients older than 40, isolated UDE is most often a 

hypoperfusion (ischemic) event, and should be considered 

such until proved otherwise. Hemodynamic inflammatory 

sources would be the second most likely association in this 

age group. Initial testing for these patients would be basic 

hematological laboratory work only. In the absence of any 

other constitutional symptoms, immediate recurrence or 

persistence of UDE beyond 2 months would suggest the need 

for MRI at that time in order to rule out orbital space- 

occupying lesions or other potential sources for the edema. 

Mass effects and optic perineuritis are rare events to consider 

in this age group.

For those patients older than 60 years, while the most 

probable diagnosis remains an ischemic form of hypoperfusive 

UDE (ie, non-arteritic AION), arteritic forms must be ruled 

out via blood work (complete blood count [CBC]/erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate [ESR]/C-reactive protein [CRP]) for 

patients in this age range since approximately 20% of GCA 

patients with UDE may remain asymptomatic.236 It should 

be emphasized that ESR can be artificially elevated (and give 

a “false positive” result) by a variety of conditions, including 

diabetes and anemia.678 In such circumstances its result 

should be interpreted only in context of a concurrent CBC. 

Its singular use as a screening test should be avoided679 and 

highest specificity (97%) for GCA is when combined 

with CRP.680

Typically, patients found to have isolated UDE and no 

known systemic diseases are initially recommended the 

following hematological laboratory testing: basic metabolic 

panel (including blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, electrolytes, 

and glucose), complete blood count with differential, clotting 

studies (prothrombin time/partial thromboplastin time), 

erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and serology testing for 

syphilis.95,320,587 Beyond these tests opinion varies widely and 

may involve assays for autoimmune markers (such as 

angiotensin converting enzyme, antinuclear antibodies), 
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various infectious agents (such as Borelli [Lyme], Bartonella 

[cat scratch]), and hypercholesterolemia among many others. 

Ideally, all ancillary testing would be tailored to the clinical 

findings of the case at hand.

A suggested two-tiered scheme for ancillary testing based 

on the age of the patient is presented in Figure 3.

when is enough testing enough?
Because there are overlapping associations, concurrent 

multipliers and mixed clinical profiles involved in some cases 

of UDE, when is enough ancillary testing “enough?” For 

example, if a 55-year-old obese male with UDE in isolation 

and no constitutional symptoms is found to have undiagnosed 

diabetes as a result of initial lab work, is that the end of the 

ancillary testing? There are no clear-cut answers to this 

clinical dilemma.

It might be suggested that the answer in the above 

scenario is “yes,” with two caveats: (1) that the UDE entirely 

resolves within the 2-month period of expected resolution, 

and (2) that there are no immediate recurrences in the same 

eye or development of UDE in the fellow eye (possibly within 

6–12 months of first event). Failure to satisfy those two 

circumstances probably changes the answer to “no,” and 

further testing would be indicated as likelihood of events 

move toward rarer associations (ie, these “uncommon things 

happen uncommonly”).

Prognosis
The overall prognosis for disk edema varies by age. It is better 

for younger patients (most often an “optic neuritis”),664,681 with 

visual recovery during the first 1–4 weeks after the event.302,681

Spontaneous recovery of visual function is expected in 

the non-ischemic forms of UDE.585 Recurrence of “optic 

neuritis” occurs in about one-third of adult patients,325,682,683 

but perhaps only 10%–20% of children.684,685 Bilateral 

involvement accounts for only about 16% of cases of optic 

neuritis in adults,682 but over half the cases in children.576

That intravenous steroids have had little impact on the 

long-term visual outcomes in cases of optic neuritis324,583 

would suggest that this particular association is not strictly 

inflammatory and calls into question the use of the term 

“neuritis.” Those cases that do not respond to steroid therapy 

should be reconsidered in terms of pathophysiology. For rarer 

cases, ODV appears to respond well to steroid therapy302,303 

whereas ODEMS follows the course of the underlying – often 

infectious – disease.300

So, in general, young adult patients presenting with a 

UDE are more likely to have a recurrence than children, but 

less likely to develop bilateral disk edema. Prognosis remains 

good in both groups – both unilateral and bilateral – without 

treatment.329,578

In older adult patients, the prognosis for disk edema – 

most often an ischemic event – is not as positive.686 Permanent 

functional vision loss (ie, worse than 20/40: the cut-off for 

driver’s licensing and ability to read newspaper print) is  

present over half the cases,249 with no significant change  

occurring in VA 6 months after the event.591,687 As mentioned 

above no treatment is currently available to alter the natural 

course of this disease.

The risk of a second disk edema event in same eye in 

older adults is rare, but not unprecedented, and when it does 

occur is usually associated with further loss of visual 

function.665 Recurrence in the same eye may be more common 

than expected, but would be difficult for patients with marked 

visual losses to perceive further subjective degradation in 

visual function;666 and as dead axons can no longer swell,104 

it may be difficult for clinicians to appreciate. Resolved 

edema can lead to atrophy, but the reverse is not observed. 

For “retrospective” consideration of bilateral optic 

neuropathies (presumably the chronic result of acute events), 

such observed optic atrophy is more than twice as common 

as unilateral optic atrophy.688 The risk of AION developing 

in the second eye appears to be in the 40% range.234,687,689,690

Thus, the overall prognosis for isolated UDE remains 

good for younger patients and guarded for older ones.

Variability in outcomes
Final visual outcomes following an occurrence of disk edema 

seem to vary by the age of the patient: in general, younger 

patients frequently have recovery of visual function; older 

patients often do not. Variability in outcomes includes 

observations of both clinical signs (visual acuity losses, visual 

field defects, color vision desaturation, development of a 

relative afferent pupillary defect, and/or pallor of the ONH) 

and reported patient symptoms.

Which leads to the inevitable question: if all disk edema 

is the result of the same biological mechanism, then why is 

there such variability in outcomes? Why do some cases of 

disk edema entirely resolve without remark (ie, “optic 

neuritis” in multiple sclerosis), but other cases result in 

marked loss of visual function (ie, “AION” with VF/VA 

loss)? There is no straightforward answer to this question at 

this time either.

It has been suggested that the development of visual loss 

depends on the cause, not presence of, axoplasmic flow 

stasis.93 Presumably, the difference is multifactorial and the 
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following factors may be inter-related: the degree of 

 axoplasmic flow disruption (how much at once), fast axonal 

“slowdown” versus complete blockade691 (selective transport 

disruption), longevity (how long the ischemia lasts), unknown 

physiological factors (are some causes of disk edema “more 

ischemic” than others?), anatomical variability (“disk at 

risk”: do ONHs with larger c/d ratios have better prognosis?), 

and the presence of various, concurrent multipliers. All these 

factors must be considered against a background of genetic 

susceptibility. The fact that age seems to have some role in 

prognosis also suggests that aging axons may be more 

 susceptible to the effects of disrupted axoplasmic flow and 

ischemia/reperfusion injury. Reperfusion injuries result in 

increased ROS (produced mainly in mitochondria), which 

can damage neuron structures62 and which are known to be 

more active in older individuals.692–695

It remains to be seen if these are indeed the causative 

mechanisms of variability and which of these factors can be 

effectively modified in order to favorably alter the course of 

disk edema.

Future direction
Challenges for research in the area of disk edema exist 

because of a lack of animal models for it. There are currently 

no primate versions of AION670 or even for studying the ONH 

region in general.696

Stemming axoplasmic flow disruption at the earliest stage 

would be ideal, but currently restorative therapy is on a distant 

horizon. Spinal cord research into neuronal repair may provide 

one avenue of applicability to optic neuropathy.697

By corollary, inquiries into cessation of the apoptotic 

process may also be viable. The role of apoptosis in 

 mammalian CNS development is recognized, but not entirely 

understood at this time.698 Once better comprehended, then 

perhaps the triggers for apoptosis could be targeted and 

halted.699

Study of the axon microtubules may become a particularly 

interesting domain of research in this clinical arena. To date, 

experimental study of the microtubule alterations of optic 

nerve axons is not a broad one due to the difficulty of studying 

this physiology in vivo. Animal models suggest microtubules 

are sensitive to demyelinating,700 traumatic,701 and anterograde 

degenerative702 processes, but have not been examined to 

date in the context of optic disk edema. It could be surmised 

that microtubules collapse under the mechanical, inflammatory 

or pressure-gradient effects and that pharmacological means 

of maintaining microtubule integrity might present a future 

therapeutic option for acute optic neuropathies. Anticancer 

drugs with direct actions on microtubules exist, but have not 

been studied in the eye.

Finally, neuroprotective strategies,72,699 stem cells,703 

regeneration and transplantation of optic nerve tissue,697 and 

gene therapy322,704–706 have all been suggested or made the 

subject of preliminary studies for the treatment of various 

optic neuropathies. However, none of these strategies are yet 

ready for human clinical trials. Ultimately, treatment involv-

ing combined strategies may be needed.218

Conclusion
The recognition and associations of isolated UDE have been 

widely reported and studied during the past 150 years, but 

not in a systematic way. Clinicians should continue to realize 

that its appearance is the result of a final common pathway 

induced by three separate mechanisms: inflammation, mass 

effects, and pressure gradient changes across the lamina 

cribrosa. There is currently no effective treatment for UDE. 

Rather, management of the condition involves sorting 

through multitudinous associations to discover undiagnosed 

systemic diseases, and can be effectively approached by 

considering the age of the patient. Ancillary testing should 

be applied in a judicious manner for all cases. Prognosis is 

clearly better for younger patients than for older ones, with 

variable outcomes to be expected in the latter. Future research 

in the area of disk edema may provide more insight to this 

common clinical finding on the cellular level. It is hoped that 

this paper will provide a starting place for improved clinical 

understanding and a framework for future study of this 

common presentation.

Method of literature search
A literature review was conducted using the PubMed search 

engine for the MEDLINE database of the National Library 

of Medicine (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Multiple searches 

were performed to review reported cases of UDE and 

associated conditions from within the 1966–2010 time frame 

covered by this database. Specific search terms included: disc/

disk edema, optic disc/disk edema, optic neuritis, non-arteritic/

arteritic, anterior ischemic optic neuropathy, papilledema, 

and papillitis, in addition to the names of many other 

conditions related to these ophthalmic findings.

References from these articles were also reviewed to 

discover other relevant publications – including textbooks – 

that were missed during initial searches. Heavy emphasis 

was placed on Duke-Elder’s treatment of this subject in order 

to identify references prior to the 1966 MEDLINE cut-off. 

Abstracts from the non-English literature were surveyed for 
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this review. Generic internet investigations via Ask, Google 

and Yahoo search engines were used as final means to locate 

other references. Due to the nature of this topic, many 

references are from case reports. Finally, due to the disparate 

terminology used in these topics and difficultly locating 

references by exact terminology, the author extends his 

apologies for probable omissions in this literature review – 

these were entirely unintentional.
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